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The Coordination Action AALIANCE – funded by the European Commission, DG Information Society and Media,
th
within the 7 Framework Programme (01.01.2008 – 31.03.2010) – focused on Ambient Assisted Living (AAL)
solutions based on advanced ICT technologies for the areas of ageing at work, ageing at home and ageing in
the society.
The AALIANCE achieved all its set project objectives. Particularly, it was successful in:
 setting'up a network of companies as technology providers and systems integrators, service providers,
research organisations and user associations,
 preparing and maintaining a R&D roadmap for AAL with a mid' to long'term perspective,
 defining standardisation requirements,
 providing policy recommendations for a European RTD policy on Ambient Assisted Living, and
 increasing awareness for new AAL technologies, systems, products and services via newsletters and events,
most notably with the "AALIANCE conference" in March 2010 in Malaga.
With these activities the Ambient Assisted Living value chain in Europe was further strengthened and one of the
most promising markets of industrialised countries addressed.
Partners of AALIANCE project are:

VDI/VDE Innovation + Technik GmbH (Germany), AGE – the European Older People‘s Platform (Belgium), Bosch
GmbH (Germany), Deutsche Telekom Laboratories (Germany), Fraunhofer'Gesellschaft (Germany), Fundación
Vodafone España (Spain), Institute for Microelectronics and Microsystems – CNR (Italy), Luleå University of
Technology (Sweden), Philips Electronics (The Netherlands), Scuola Superiore S. Anna (Italy), Sorin Group
(France), University of Newcastle (UK), Vermon SA (France), VTI Technologies Oy (Finland).
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary
New European population projections for 2008–2060, published by the European Office for Statistics, have
recently underlined that the number of elderly persons will quickly increase. From 2015 on, deaths are projected
to outnumber births in the EU27 and almost three times as many people will be 80 or more in 2060. This
demographic development and the ageing of the European population will lead to a growing number of older
people living alone and in need of (intensive) care, to an ageing workforce in general and to more financially
well'appointed and wealthy senior citizens ready to enjoy their third age. These will spend money on products
securing and enhancing their wealth, safety and security and will have significant entertainment and
communications needs. Considering that this trend will also be accompanied by a rapid growth in the number
of persons with physical disabilities, it is clear that the problem of care and assistance to these persons will
become more and more important both from a social and an economic point of view. These societal trends will
lead to dramatic challenges for the healthcare and care systems, state pensions schemes and employers alike,
but at the same time they will offer innovation and business opportunities for technology providers in the field
of innovative ICT'enabled assisted living or “Ambient Assisted Living” (AAL). AAL refers to intelligent systems of
assistance for a better, healthier and safer life in the preferred living environment and covers concepts, products
and services that interlink and improve new technologies and the social environment.
It aims at enhancing the quality of life (the physical, mental and social well'being) for everyone (with a focus on
elder persons) in all stages of their life. AAL can help elder individuals to improve their quality of life, to stay
healthier and to live longer, thus extending one’s active and creative participation in the community.
Currently there is a vast number of (more or less linked) European and national research activities in the field of
AAL involving various technology areas and innovative technology approaches. There is missing however a
common vision of AAL that provides and defines the necessary future R&D steps and projects on the way to
AAL. In order to close this gap the AALIANCE project – “The European Ambient Assisted Living Innovation
Alliance” – was funded within the specific programme “Cooperation” and the research theme “ICT” of the 7th
European Framework Programme. It aims at developing such a roadmap and strategic guidance for short', mid'
and long'term R&D approaches in the context of AAL related. The Strategic Research Agenda for AAL and its
main concepts will be presented in this document.
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1. Vision of AAL

1. Vision of AAL
After the conducted researches it has become clear that there is no common view about the precise definition of
Ambient Assisted Living (AAL). In this introduction, we will sketch a view on AAL as it has developed within the
AALIANCE project during 2008.
The scope of AAL Joint Programme is defined as “cultivating the development of innovative ICT'based products,
services and systems for the process of ageing well at home, in the community and at work, therefore improving
the quality of life, autonomy, the participation in social life, skills and the employability of elder people and
reducing the costs of health and social care”. This may be based e.g. on innovative applications of ICT, new
methods of customer interaction or new types of value chains for independent living services. The resulting
technologies could also be used by other groups of people, e.g. people with disabilities.
From our view of AAL, we wish to present a more detailed and holistic view, which is inspired by the NeAT
project in the UK (especially by the presentation on NeAT by Charles Lowe) (Lowe, 2008). The essence of this
holistic approach is presented in Table 1, which describes the top'level needs, the electronic support that can
accommodate these needs and the challenges that need to be tackled.
To allow for this possibility the following issues should be taken into account:
 always'on broadband communication facilities;
 unobtrusive easy recording, with access to the relevant data by all key agencies involved (electronic records;
problems: deficient standards, no single integral approach);
 supportive inter'disciplinary care teams (problems: technical interoperability, organisational incompatibility,
spread of responsibilities, accountability for actions);
 case'management software (problem: cross'organisational approach);
 stable knowledge base and clear decision support for all caregivers (professional and informal) as well as the
client (reliable information, algorithms and rules);
 functions (e.g. coping with cognitive limitations, safety, disease management or medication management),
implemented by intelligent applications and services that rely on specific types of sensors and actuators (in a
generic view interaction devices can be considered as sensors and actuators);
 important issues such as configuration (static or dynamic), installation and management;
 decisions on issues such as level of control by users, security and privacy management;
 AAL should concentrate on applications and services and their integration in order to present them in a user'
centred way (to all users), using enabling technologies that will be delivered by other programs.
Table 1. AAL Needs – Support ' Challenges (Lowe 2008)

To live
need:

independently

I

Electronic support can help a lot in
the form of:

But there are challenges:

A secure environment,
peace of mind

Proactive environmental sensors and
assistive technology
Monitoring of meals, dietary help,
Internet shopping

Currently too expensive, reimbursement
issues
Need for standards for smart labelling and
packaging

Food and drink I like
Contacts with friends and
family, including giving
reassurance

User'friendly communications

Physical, social and mental
stimulation

Local
media,
local
employment/occupation,
work

Healthcare in my home,
comfort, peace of mind

Tele'health
sensors,
medication
reminders, medication management

Certainty that my carers will
come

Electronic carer
communication

Appropriate response when
things go wrong, peace of
mind

Appropriate
response
proactive calling

activities,
voluntary

monitoring
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Little local and personalised content
available
Presently tele'care and health systems
incompatible

and

team,

How?, can one team deliver?, Cross'
organisational issues with respect to
business models and responsibilities
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These should be adapted to individual needs, which will change over time due to specific episodes like
rehabilitation after hospital treatment or degeneration, and made available to clients in an easy'to'use way.
The users of the systems can be divided into different target groups. The primary target group is of course elder
or disabled people but it should also be remembered that the people who care for them (e.g. family, neighbours,
home'care nurses, staff from community centres and in special situations also emergency personnel) are also
important users, who might even use services from their own location. The systems should also support
interaction between the prime users and carers as well as the scheduling and if necessary re'scheduling of care
events. We should also be aware that the location of assistance will vary. Examples are:
 different type living locations, like the family home, home for seniors, supported or sheltered housing or
apartment, nursing home etc., depending on the needs of the primary user;
 people on the move, e.g. walking, cycling, driving your car, being a passenger in a car or taxi or public
transport;
 visiting locations such as homes of families, workplaces, or public spaces e.g. shops or museums;
 location of people (family, neighbours, professional carers) who are involved in caring for people who belong
to the primary target group.
Such factors lead to the consideration of the need to support clients in a person'centred way (geared towards
the primary user, at the different locations and taking the situation into account, e.g. with respect to
environmental sensors at various locations) and to support care givers in a more task'oriented way.
This AAL support can be classified in various application domains. The following have been selected for this
document:
 Ageing well at home: enjoying a healthier and higher quality of daily life for a longer time, assisted by
technology, while maintaining a high degree of independence, autonomy and dignity.
 Ageing well in the community: staying socially active and creative through ICT solutions that are geared
toward social networking as well as good access to public and commercial services, so improving the quality
of life and reducing social isolation, which is one of the main problems of elder people in rural areas with a
low population as well as in urban areas with little family support.
 Ageing well at work or “active ageing at work”: remaining active and productive for a longer time, with an
improved quality of work and a better work'life balance via easy'to'access ICT, innovative practices for
adaptable workplaces, ICT skills and competences and ICT'enhanced learning (e.g. e'skills and e'learning).
Based on the observation that a person (with in'body or on'body sensors) traverses many physical locations
(room, home, car, workplace, shops, outdoors), each one with a collection of environmental sensors, either
physically placed in the physical space or built into the furniture or appliances, and virtual spaces (e'shopping,
gaming, chatting, searching or planning activity), depending on the current activity or focus, we would like to
focus on the area “Ageing well at home”. The current definition is strongly related to location. In our context it
might be more practical to replace this area by another one “Ageing well for the person” and with a sub'
division either “@home” or “on'the'move”. This would give us the following three areas:
 AAL4persons (consisting of AAL@home and AALon'the'move);
 AAL@community;
 AAL@work.
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2. AAL relevance for Europe
Considering the recent demographic and economic European trends, the relevance of AAL for Europe is
enormous and foresees R&D policy and complex health and care market structures in Europe.

2.1. Demographic trends
In the next few years, European communities will have to face up to significant demographic changes. As in
other industrialised countries, the average age of the population will increase dramatically. The “ageing society”
is becoming not only a clear challenge for social'security systems but also for society as a whole. Recent
European population projections for 2008'2060 published by the European Office for Statistics underlined these
demographic developments. From 2015 onwards, deaths are projected to outnumber births in the 27 countries
of the EU. Almost three times as many people will be aged 80 or more in 2060 (Eurostat 2008).
The social behaviour and lifestyles, as well as the identity of the individual older person, will change if current
trends continue. Their requirements and consumer behaviour will change both in quantitative and qualitative
terms. With higher expectancies of life and rising retirement ages in European countries, the proportion of older
people at work will increase, as will the number of elderly people participating actively in social life. It is
significant also to note that the number of elderly people living alone and those who live below the average
subsistence level will increase.
Although older people in future will remain self'sufficient for a longer time, more people will need high'intensity
care in the end'of'life period and more people will need support in daily life operations before this phase due to
more or less severe disabilities (European Commission 2005). Increasing life expectancy is accompanied by an
increasing prevalence of health impairments and mental'health problems as well as dementia, e.g. Alzheimer’s
disease. The number of people who report they cannot properly fulfil ordinary daily activities will also increase.
As for the labour markets, pension systems and social schemes in general, we also have to remember that
demographic ageing means that the number of older people is increasing while the participation made by those
of working age is decreasing. Not only will the income side of social schemes be affected but expenditures will
be too: health'care systems will be affected as an ageing population will lead to an increase in the proportion of
people with disabilities or chronic illnesses. Thus, health'care systems and social care in general – which is
typically organised on a national level and characterised by national differences as regards institutional design –
will have to cope with increasing requirements both in quality and quantity and so lead to increasing expenses.
As a result of demographic and socioeconomic developments, the ageing European population will lead to:
 a growing number of older people living by themselves and in need of care, especially intensive care;
 a growing number of older people lacking basic financial and social resources, who will have difficulties
obtaining a minimum of health and care services;
 a higher number of financially stable and wealthier senior citizens who are able to enjoy their retirement and
spend their money on products that secure and enhance not only their wealth, safety, security but also their
entertainment and communications needs;
 changing family relationships and living situations (e.g. larger geographic distances between relatives)
affecting the level of support that family members can give;
 an ageing workforce in general and the need to keep older people active in society and at work.
At the same time, these developments will be accompanied by changes in how healthcare and care is organised
in society in some countries – e.g. the trend towards a more decentralised care system in local'care centres and
at home and the greater importance of self'managed care.
As we tackle these challenges and opportunities of ageing societies in Europe, we also see opportunities for
technological and socioeconomic innovation to enhance the quality of life for older and disabled people, to
mitigate the economic problems of an ageing population and to create new economic and business
opportunities in Europe. It is assumed that AAL technologies and services for elderly people will play an
important role in solving some of the increasing problems in the future. The European action plan “Ageing well
in the Information Society” addresses ICT in the context of aging. ICT can help older individuals improve their
quality of life, lead healthier lives and live longer, so extending their active and creative participation in the
community. In some cases, a wider adoption and massive use of these technologies will be necessary to
guarantee at least a minimum level of service for older citizens in the future.
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2.2. Economic trends
In the information society, companies try to offer a more individualised service in order to address new customer
groups. Often, one company integrates the services of several suppliers, so reducing the complexity for end users
and creating customised or tailored services. Ways in which services for AAL need to be individualised and
flexible include:
 Hospitals ' which play a significant role in the health system – are increasingly trying to differentiate their
offerings from competitors. They offer a broader portfolio that is more tailored to individual customer needs.
This trend is strong especially in private hospitals and hospital chains but is also starting to be evident in
publicly owned hospitals.
 Tele'medicine companies are developing to complement existing stationary and ambulant treatment – a gap
is being filled. Many European countries are currently restricting tele'medicine to a minimum. However, with
the significant arguments of greatly lower costs and high quality, it is only a matter of time until tele'
medicine plays an important part in every country’s health system.
 Services offered by care'delivery organisations in the broadest sense: '' e.g. home'care organisations, security
firms, community centres ' are becoming more important than equipment and they result in a b2b business
model.
 Integration of services at the site of care delivery organisations will become an important differentiator.
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3. Implementation options for AAL
Current R&D funding schemes for Ambient Assisted Living in Europe are backed by the European Action Plan for
“Ageing Well in the Information Society” which was adopted by the European Commission on 14 June 2007.
Actually, the research (“R”) part of AAL is funded under authority of the European Commission´s General
th
Directorate for the Information Society within the 7 European Framework Programme while the development
parts (”D”) are funded by the EC´s ICT Policy Support Programme (part of the Competitiveness and Innovation
Programme – CIP) and the Member State driven Ambient Assisted Living Joint Programme which receives a
strong financial support from the EC on the basis of the EC treaty´s article 185 (formerly known as article 169). A
couple of European countries had national programmes in place that covered AAL areas to a large extent (e.g.
Finland, UK). Other countries started national programmes at the time of the start of the AAL Joint Programme
in 2008 (e.g. Austria, Denmark, Germany).
FP7'projects like AALIANCE, CAPSIL, E'Pal, Senior and Persona have been working on roadmaps. In addition,
AALIANCE presents this first ever Strategic Research Agenda and aims to form a sustainable network around the
project partners.
The objectives and, as a consequence, the activities from the AALIANCE project partners will need continuous
attention which could be realised in the following way:
 A permanent structure to ensuring an adequate focus of R&D funding for AAL within the 7th (8th)
Framework, AAL JP, and CIP by taking the responsibility for the maintenance of the roadmap and the SRA.
Such an organisation could also extend and keep the network alive. In such a structure it would be practical
to involve all stakeholders like industry, academic and research institutes and provider organisations. Such a
structure could evolve from the AALIANCE network. Such an organisation could operate in a similar JTI
structure as ARTEMISIA within ARTEMIS Joint Undertaking.
 Alternatively, such a structure could by organised in the form of an association similar or even as a part of the
CONTINUA association as to participate in processes to reduce business and regulatory barriers, to define
standard based design guidelines and to execute a certification process for products and services.
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4. Technology challenges
To produce applications and services for the areas AAL4Persons, AAL@community and AAL@Work, mentioned
in Chapter 1, which are sensitive and responsive to the presence of people and that serve the needs for the three
areas, we need technologies in the domains of: sensing, reasoning, acting, communicating and interaction (as
defined in the roadmap produced by work'package and published in deliverable 2.4 Roadmap for AAL). For
convenience these technologies domains are presented here in Table 2.
It is of course of great importance that solutions from these technology domains and applications and services
built on top of them are able to work together by sharing data and understanding each other. This leads to
interoperability requirements and as a consequence to standards to formalise this.
Table 2. AAL Key technology domains for AAL
Sensing

Sensors in anything and anywhere, in'body or on'body, in'appliance or on'appliance or in the
environment (home, outdoor, vehicles, public spaces, etc.).

Reasoning

Aggregating, processing and analysing data, transform into knowledge within different and often across
connected spaces (body, home, vehicle, public spaces). Reasoning engines could be implemented on a
dedicated device together with one or more sensors, on an on'body device for mobile situations, on a
home device, or on some server somewhere connected to a network.

Acting

Sensor'motors (e.g., cognitive robots) and actuators that, based on their perception of the environment,
on behalf of their users and on information gathered by some other device and/or background
knowledge, could perform concrete actions.

Interaction

Intelligent interaction with systems and services to cope with the abilities of users.

Communication

Sensors and actuators connected to one or more reasoning systems that in turn might be connected
(even dynamically, e. g. a person moving from home to a vehicle and then to some public space) to
other reasoning systems, possibly with their own sensors and actuators.

Ambient intelligence, ubiquitous or pervasive computing, robotics – all expressions stand for a reference to
electronic environments that are sensitive and responsive to the presence of people through the provision of an
intelligent social user interface which is the basis for AAL. Technologies that are used for building AAL systems or
applications are predominantly understood in a sense that they shall be:
 embedded (non invasive or invisible devices);
 distributed throughout the environment or directly integrated into appliances or furniture;
 personalised (tailored to the users’ needs);
 adaptive (responsive to the user and the user’s environment);
 anticipatory (anticipating users’ desires as far as possible without conscious mediation).
On top of this, in AAL systems, technical and functional factors need to be integrated in a way that takes into
account the user needs and the user knowledge. As a user traverses various physical (room, home, car,
workplace, shops, out'doors) and virtual spaces (e'shopping, gaming, chatting, searching for or planning
activities) during the day, high requirements towards integration and interoperability are to be fulfilled. In AAL
these different functions, provided by a heterogeneous set of disciplines (e. g. advanced human/machine
interfaces, sensors, microelectronics, software, web & network technologies, energy generation or harvesting,
control technologies, new materials and robotics), have to be integrated in a system that offers applications and
services in a user'centred way. While ICT'enabled products in the field of walking aids or telemonitoring could
be developed along already existing technological paths in the field of gerontechnology, more ambitious AAL
solutions raise specific challenges regarding system integration and the design hierarchy.
In the next decades general technological trends will foster and shape future AAL applications. These include:
 Communication capabilities between home artefacts ' inside devices and ' beyond that. The Internet, which
will be available in every device (the Internet of Things), will enable integration of internal and external
support systems around a person, at home and external environments.
 The concept of web services or web of objects allows integration of systems, aggregation of data in higher
level and value added services. This creates opportunities for more advanced support services, based on
reasoning about data from multiple sources, for users.
 RFID capable devices, (including Near Field Communication (NFC), Electronic Product Code (EPC), etc.), which
will penetrate daily life.
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 Increasing Networking capacity, which is enabling video and multimedia communication between homes and
the outside world.
 Broadband communication is becoming more and more available at home, but also on portable equipment
(however it is important to consider that there are large differences in the availability of broadband in
different countries or regions and in the usage of different age groups.)
 Concepts of context awareness. The Assisted Living (AL) system may in future have awareness of the
presence of a user, location, devices and date/time, etc. This requires presence'detection capabilities.
 The rise of robotics, i.e. self moving devices in care.
 Advance recognition of user states, i.e. susceptibilities, feeling, faces.
 Integration with entertainment devices. The trend towards standardisation (UPnP, DLNA, etc.) and
entertainment devices which are capable of communicating with other such devices.
 Easy to use: advanced authentication systems may be developed in the future.
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5. Interoperability
Interoperability and Standardis
Standardisation requirements
The AAL domains (AAL for Persons, AAL in the community and AAL at work) consist of a large set of
independently developed systems and services each within the own market segments (Household appliances,
Medical devices, Consumer electronics, Health information technology, Telecommunications), standards,
regulations and terminology.
On top of the value of these individual systems, additional value could be created by exchanging data between
these systems or even aggregate the data in a system which could reason about it and give proper feedback or
alerts to relevant systems or users. These systems and services should be able to communicate with each other
not only by exchanging data but also understanding each other’s data. This can only be achieved by agreeing on
a lot of issues in other words by using standards.
To discuss interoperability in more detail the following categories are introduced:
Physical or environmental interoperability to ensure that products to fit together and fit into the environments
and relates to mechanical fit like connectors, EMC regulations, frequencies related to wireless protocols and the
protocols for transmission like IEEE 801.11 and 801.15 families. In this area CENELEC and TAHI play an
important role.
Technical or syntactically interoperability refers to a safe and secure transmission of data. The focus of technical
interoperability is on the conveyance of data, not on its meaning. Technical interoperability encompasses the
transmission and reception of information that can be used by a person but which cannot be further processed
into semantic equivalents by software. Despite this also on this level certain computational operations can be
performed. Examples are the use of a “check digit” to determine the integrity of a specific unit of transmitted;
another example is encryption and decryption to ensure a secure transmission.
Semantic interoperability allows meaningful exchange of data between systems and service so they are able to
understand each other’s data. To maximise the usefulness of shared information and to apply applications that
reason about the data, a higher level of interoperability is required. This is called semantic interoperability which
has been defined as the ability of information shared by systems to be understood so that non'numeric data can
be processed by the receiving system. Semantic interoperability is a multi'level concept with the degree of
semantic interoperability dependent on the level of agreement on data content terminology (ontology’s,
vocabularies, coding systems) and the content of archetypes, data models and templates used by the sending
and receiving systems.
Process interoperability is a concept that has been identified as a requirement for successful system
implementation into actual work settings. It deals with methods for the optimal integration of computer systems
into actual work settings of humans and includes the following: explicit user role specification, useful, friendly,
and efficient human'machine interface and data presentation/flow supports work setting. In the context of
aggregated services it deals with service components of different service and how they complement or depend
on each other.
The first two levels are well understood but need agreement on standards and development effort. The last two
levels still need a lot of research. The interoperability levels can be translated to the categories of standards as
depicted in the picture below.
The document “Policy Paper on Standardisation Requirements for AAL (Deliverable D4.4)” contains a detailed
discussion on standardisation related to AAL and in relation to AAL roadmap. The Interoperability working group
of the German BMBF/VDE Innovation Partnership on AAL is non'profit working group addressing issues of
Interoperability in AAL. The group consists of experts from different domains: Home/building automation,
medical IT, household appliances, consumer electronics, network technology, AAL middleware platforms, sensor
networks, robotics, cognitive systems, standardisation and certification. They have conducted a very detailed
study covering the very broad area of AAL in detail. Despite the very large number of standards they have
identified they also detected areas for which no standards exist like: Remote Maintenance of AAL Systems,
Connecting to Medical Sensors, AAL Terminology, vocabularies, ontology’s, AAL Middleware / Service Execution
Environment, Emergency Calls and Connection to Call Centres. The findings of the working group have been
published by VDE in a book.
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Figure 1. Standards relevant for AAL

To achieve the needs for AAL standards in the following areas are needed:
Connectivity and protocols
 For personal area networks, local area networks and wide area networks multiple alternatives exist. For an
approach where multiple products, application and services have to collaborate choices have to be made.
CONTINUA for example has made for their version 1 specification the choice for Bluetooth, USB and WiFi.
 Products in the personal area network or local area network might still have an alternative or even proprietary
technology for as a kind of peripheral interface to sensors as long a control unit supports the connection to
the PAN or LAN network.
Data exchange
 The exchange of data is very important when systems and services have to collaborate to enable workflow
support between different tasks not only for the clients but certainly for the care givers in a trans'mural
setting e.g. in the context of managing patients with chronic diseases but also in proactive safety and
assistive systems. To enable usable data exchange agreements on messaging formats and data models within
the message are important. In the healthcare domain, also for tele'monitoring, standards are available but
they are not used everywhere, interoperability and integration of systems of tele'monitoring devices in a
home environment is still a big issue (in January 2009 the first CONITINUA compliant monitoring device has
come on the market). In other domains, like home control, safety, and alarm systems this kind of standards is
lacking.
 A lot of work has still to be done in this area both in research as well as increasing acceptance.
 Understanding of data.
 The understanding of each other data is very important when systems and services have to collaborate to
enable workflow support between different tasks not only for the clients but certainly for the care givers in a
trans'mural setting e.g. in the context of managing patients with chronic diseases. This is also of importance
in the area of proactive safety and assistive systems to allow collaboration between these types of systems.
 To understand data: vocabularies, unit codes, and ontology’s have to be defined, again for the healthcare
domain such standards are available, however they are not used everywhere, especially in trans'mural
settings interoperability and integration of systems is still a big issue. In other domains, like home control,
safety, and alarm systems this kind of standards are still lacking. A lot of work has still to be done in this area
both in research as well as increasing acceptance.
Dynamic configuration of systems and services
 In the area of PAN and LAN networks the dynamic configuration of systems is important because people are
moving through a home or even outdoor, so not all systems might be in reach all the time. This requires
facilities for auto'configuration, registration and discovery. Choices have to be made here with respect to
which technologies to use. Within CONTINUA version 1 specification the choice for UPnP has been made.
 In the area of Web'based services a lot of standards exist (see the text on WAN services above) choices have
to be made.
Standards with respect to connectivity and also on a number of generic technologies are available. The analysis
in the previous section shows gaps for standards in the proactive safety and assistive area. Work in this area is
15
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still needed. In the health area for the home environment standards are available and the CONTINUA alliance is
on its way to come to design guidelines and certification procedure for devices and application in the area of
tele'monitoring and social alarm systems.
The availability of standards however is not sufficient. Steps have to be taken to:
 Increase the awareness on existing standards.
 Demonstrate the advantage of collaborative and integrated applications and services based on using
standards.
 Develop and promote a reference model that gives guidance to product and service developers.
For example new healthcare models on trans'mural care that are interoperable and provide integrated services
might create a market pull. The CONTINUA alliance gives a partial solution for this, in addition to their solution
also the interoperability and integration of web'based back'end services should be taken care of.
Interoperable solutions for the areas of proactive safety, assistive applications and social community services
should still be explored.
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6. AAL Reference Architecture
As the prominent objectives of AAL is to increase quality of life, reduce need for external assistance, reduce costs
for the individual and the society, the available human, financial, and technical resources have to be exploited in
the best possible way. As the user group is very heterogeneous, i.e. capabilities, goals, and habits differ
substantially between the individuals and over time, obviously, there is not a one'size'fits'all solution. Indeed an
open system concept, that allows to combine subsystems and modules seamlessly based on the individual
demands into effective, resource efficient and acceptable solutions, appears to be a more suitable solution.
These systems comprise applications, services and devices of different sectors and suppliers.
Nowadays, we are facing rather decoupled isolated systems within mature sub'domains, e.g. building
automation, tele monitoring, tele medicine, mental and physical training, mobility support, goods and chore
provision, infotainment, transportation, that exploit the AAL potential only in a very poor manner. The fact that
solutions from different domains with different quality profiles have to be merged in order to meet the overall
goals of the end users, can be considered as one of the major inhibitors in the field. Stereotypical problems are:
 there is not common sense on the nature of the problems,
 system resources (e.g. devices, services, information) can not be shared among the subsystems due to
different sectors, functions and brands,
 subsystems can not be integrated on the service and user interaction level,
 systems can not be customised to the individual demands,
 high efforts are required for integration, configuration and maintenance,
 systems can not assure the required dependability and trustworthiness end to end,
 subsystems can not be operated in an integrated and homogeneous way.
The problems result in low suitability, high costs, low dependability and trustworthiness, low user experience,
and in consequence low acceptance and adoption.
Research has already brought up promising approaches in various fields to tackle one or the other of these
challenges. However, integrated and scalable approaches that combine these approaches in real world settings
are required to make the AAL vision come true. A sound reference architecture accompanied by respective
support components developed in an iterative and incremental way is the key lever to address the
aforementioned challenges.
Along the levels of interoperability of AAL systems we can outline a roadmap, fixing the main priorities at short,
middle and long term:
 short'
short'term: integrable AAL systems (by 2015):
― AAL reference architecture, AAL quality profiles, integration profiles, module certification
 middle'
middle'term: interoperable AAL systems (by 2020):
― interoperable systems of systems; runtime'quality assurance; task'driven; configuration support
 long'
long'term: self'organising AAL systems (by 2025):
― automated, goal'driven system composition, configuration and maintenance
In order to achieve integrable AAL systems, where system integrators can integrate modules from different
vendors in an efficient and effective way, the following short'term actions have to be taken:
 Develop reference models identifying stereotypical functionality, common interfaces, data structures, and
data flows in the various (sub')domains of AAL driven by concrete usage scenarios.
 Achieve a de facto and de jure standardisation of the reference models to facilitate the connectivity and
interoperability of applications in all relevant domains.
 Provide a comprehensive AAL quality model comprising relevant quality attributes, necessary tradeoffs among
them, and quality profiles for the envisioned usage scenarios to facilitate the provision of solutions that meet
the actual quality demands. Qualities of specific interest are dependability, security, usability, efficiency.
 Develop certification approaches that foster the static integration of subsystems based on certified
contractual interfaces. This includes tool supported checks of conformance to relevant norms and integration
profiles.
 Conceive approaches to end'to'end quality assurance in SoS.
 Support homogeneous configuration and resource management in SoS.
 Provide solutions to manage identities, user profiles, and usage of personal data in SoS.
 Investigate how the reference architecture can be realised based on existing middleware platforms or how
the middleware platforms need to be extended.
 Support model'driven system evolution
17
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Figure 2. Seamless interoperability between sensors and actuators.

In order to achieve interoperable AAL modules the support an automated integration at runtime following mid'
term actions have to be taken:
 Provide feasible approaches for self'describing AAL modules that can be automatically interconnected and
configured in predefined, task'oriented ways.
 Support quality management approaches and components that assure the overall system quality at runtime,
while allowing the addition, removal and reconfiguration of known modules even in domains with strict
quality demands, e.g. tele'health or emergency support.
 Enable continuous system adaptation through end user composition, integration and programming and
automated configuration support.
In a long term perspective, AAL systems will completely organise themselves based on the availability of
resources and the goals of the various end users. This requires the following long'term actions to be taken:
 Engineering approaches for dependable, reflective subsystems and modules.
 Runtime environments that support goal'oriented self'organisation of subsystems and modules.
 Distributed learning and self'adaptation support.
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The “AAL for persons” (AAL4Persons) domain includes concepts related to person centric applications for ageing
well. It addresses the idea of enjoying a healthier and higher quality of daily life for a longer time, assisted by
technology, while maintaining a high degree of independence, autonomy and dignity. In this domain, it is
considered that a person can be monitored with in'body or on'body sensors, traverse many physical locations
(on the move), such as rooms, homes, cars, workplaces, shops, outdoor, each with a collection of environmental
sensors, either physically placed in the space or built into the furniture or appliances, and virtual spaces (e'
shopping, gaming, chatting, searching or planning activity), depending on the current activity or focus.
The AAL4Person domain includes several main areas, such as:





AAL for health, rehabilitation and care.
Personal activity management and monitoring.
Personal and home safety and security.
Activity of daily life.

7.1. Personal diseases and activities management and monitoring
Management and monitoring of personal diseases and activities in indoor and outdoor environments represent
one of the most evident and short'term outcome of Research and Technology Development (RTD) in the field of
AAL and long'term healthcare.
The increasing spread in aging population of chronic diseases, such as obstructive pulmonary, cardiovascular
diseases, etc., will lead to the development of low cost and innovative technological systems able to daily
support and assist patients in order to prevent and control the ongoing of the pathology, to adjust treatment
with drugs and to avoid hospitalisation. At the same time, management and monitoring of daily activity will be
another important issue not only in case of dementia, but also in the case of healthy elderly people in order to
stay active and maintain a mental and physical health. Such systems will be conceived to adapt themselves to the
needs of patient during his/her life and to his/her conditions using the personal health profile and will enable
tele'monitoring of patient status.
In short term, the management of (chronic) diseases will carried out by patients, using innovative devices and
taking advantage of standalone services like telemonitoring; however in a longer perspective patients
intervention will not be required thanks to the availability of completely autonomous systems for diseases’
management, integrated in institutional healthcare infrastructures.

Figure 3. Tele'consultation for home care.

A key technological enabler for a true autonomously operating networked device comprises a system
architecture that enables autonomous operation of its various generic building blocks. These blocks typically
comprise sensors and sensor interfaces, signal processing and storage, communication, and power modules.
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7.1.1. Smart miniaturised sensors and network
A “smart” sensor is a sensor with built'in intelligence and embedded with a network interface, a processor and
a memory core. These smart sensors will progress, in terms of costs and functionalities, at rates similar to those
experienced by other integrated circuits, such as microprocessors and memory, because they use much of the
same technology (Frank, 2000).
The development of new sensors with miniaturisation, low power, biocompatible, accuracy and precision
properties is one of the most interesting challenges for industry and research in the AAL field. Miniaturised and
low'cost MEMS devices based on silicon or polymer materials are expected to be fully integrated in applications
for food and health care. They will be worn on different parts of the body, used for recognition of such activities
as walking, running and climbing up stairs, or physiological parameters.
Biosensors and lab'on'chip technologies with wireless communication for various applications that detect
specific molecular markers have the potential to revolutionise medical healthcare and diagnostics.
The combination of wearable or implantable multi'sensor platforms with sensors mounted in the environment,
using low'power and reliable technologies, is being explored and the first prototypes are now being developed.
Clearly, patients might well have difficulties using large and/or obtrusive wearable sensors or large implants. One
of the main short'term challenges therefore lies in the development of small and unobtrusive sensor systems that
can, for example, be embedded in clothes or are so small that they can be easily inserted under the skin on
ambulatory medical care. Thanks to new low'power wireless technologies, low'bandwidth networks can be used
for the exchange of data.
Roadmap 1. Smart miniaturised sensors and networks.
Smart miniaturized
miniaturized sensors and networks
Applications

Enabling Technologies

Biosensors

Multiple sensing agents,
reliable sample'taking, spectroscopy

Lab'on'chip

External
biomarkers

Wireless
implanted
biomarkers

Biocompatible surfaces and materials, packaging

Biomarkers, bioelectrodes

Sensors

Camera with object
detection, classification,
recognition

Human state
detection

Biologically inspired
sensor'actuator integration

Non invasive measurement
and sensing systems
(movement, cardiac, respiration,…)
Sensor networks

Internet connected sensors and actuators,
indoor navigation and localisation
Autonomic devices, security architectures,
interoperability
Internet of things, mobile communications, intelligent sensor networks,
augmented cognition, and ambient intelligence.

2010

2015

2020

20

2025
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Also textile sensors are becoming an interesting promise for daily monitoring of vital signal: they could be
integrated in smart shirts with both physiological ECG and physical activity detectible sensors to improve the
accuracy of the patient diagnosis.
R&D challenges in this important class of enabling technologies include also the development of new families of
contactless sensors, such as 3D CMOS image sensors. In surveillance and reconnaissance applications, CMOS
image sensors are able to extract visual information from the geometry of visible surfaces, interpret the 3D
coordinate data, and capture both colour and depth images simultaneously.
Sensor networks will play a more and more important rule in the development of full assistive solutions and will
be pervasively distributed on body network, in'room or in'car network, home or building network, or outdoor
network over a wide area, enabling remote monitoring and management of critical devices and providing
informed decision'making, better control, and increased revenue opportunities. In AAL context they might be
used in the form of body area network or smart environment. Typical future visions describe a network full of
self'configurable sensor nodes conceived to provide independent living applications for the elderly, such as
analysing own health status, obtaining position and location information, controlling the smart environment
(e.g. air pressure, temperature, humidity, etc.) and mentally and physically interacting.
Roadmap 2. Reasoning systems.
Reasoning systems
Applications
Applications

Enabling Technologies

Model: User

Static and dynamic
Information

Model: Context

Environment, Objects

Model: System

Adaptive models

Integrated ontology
driven models

Organic systems model

Model: Domain

Separate domain
models

Model evolution

Inter'domain models

Gesture, emotion,
activity

Activity
classification

User model interrelated
with context model

Model evolution

Online activity
recognition

Self adaptive model
including neuro'
psychological models
Semantic context fusion

Fine'grained online activity
recognition and monitoring

Gesture, expression
recognition

Situations

Recognition of critical
situations

Reasoning

Optimised approaches

Prevention of critical
situations

Integrated
multi'approach
reasoning

Integration of Reasoning
and Simulation

Perception takes over from fusion
and is not task'dependent

Sensory fusion strategies with
high'level data fusion

2010

Situation awareness

2015

2020

21

2025
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7.1.2. Reasoning systems
A core function of AAL systems is the recognition and knowledge about the activities of the users in the
environments, i.e. daily activities, emergency situations, and physical, mental, and psycho'social status, and the
planning of appropriate short'term and/or long'term reactions. The characteristics needed for these functions
are to reliably and quickly detect situations based on input information provided by sensors which must be
considered as inherently imprecise and unreliable. The realisation of these tasks is based on up'to'date software
technology using distributed software agents. But, the realisation is also characterised by specialised agents not
able to cooperate, exchange information, or to be combined to new higher services, that are customised to
special needs of the user or are able to adapt to changing needs. To realise user'centric, adaptive services
intelligent agents are needed. An intelligent agent can be described as a computer system that is capable of
flexible actions in order to meet its design objectives. By flexible, it is meant that the system must be:
 Context aware: agents should perceive their environment (which may be the physical world, the user and
his/her preferences and particular status, a collection of agents, etc.) and tailor interactions to reflect it.
 Autonomous: given a vague and imprecise specification, the agent must determine how the problem is best
solved and then solve it, without constant guidance from the user. For this purpose the agent has to interact,
when it deems appropriate, with other artificial agents and humans in order to complete its own problem
solving and to help others with their activities.
 Proactive: agents should not simply act in response to their environment, they should be able to exhibit
opportunistic, goal'directed behaviour and take the initiative where appropriate.
 Adaptive: agents should be able to adapt itself to changing environment. This can be the system
technological environment like new agents or new versions of agents as well as the user context. The agents
have to respond in a timely fashion to changes in both types of environment.
Designing intelligent assistance, great importance has to be placed on a semantic modelling of the context. A
clear definition of context is the following one expressed by Dey “Context [is] any information that can be used
to characterise the situation of entities (i.e. whether a person, place or object) that are considered relevant to the
interaction between a user and an application, including the user and the application themselves”. Knowledge
on and reasoning about the context set the basis for autonomous, proactive, and adaptive behaviour of agents.
Current agents miss most of the characteristics described above. First approaches for different aspects exist – for
example the PERSONA project aims at advancing the paradigm of Ambient Intelligence through the
harmonisation of AAL technologies – and emphases the context modelling aspect.
Context aware agents will use all the information relevant to judge a situation and provide a service. As relevant
will be considered: information on the user (general information about the user, his/her profile and preferences
as well information on his/her health status), information on location (symbolic, spatial), information on relevant
static or mobile objects (real objects like devices or sensors, virtual objects like services), information on time. This
allows agents to act tailored to the concrete situation of the users.
The agent finds independently the appropriate solution to fulfil a service, even if only vague and imprecise
specification is available. It acts on information on the context (e.g., location, time), knows interests and profile
of the user, and knows the actual physical and mental disposition of the user and interacts with other agents
and humans. Actions are taken proactively, i.e. not only on explicit request, but acts also anticipatory. Fails one
solution, the agent searches an alternative solution.
The agents adapt autonomously to changing needs. Changing needs could relate to the agent itself or to user
needs. Agent related modification takes into account that cooperating agent change their functionality of
information qualities. Examples for the changing functionalities could be that new agents arise that provide
services in a new or optimised form (e.g. a new sensor or a new agent realisation). Changing information
qualities like increased accuracy, improved timing or reliability result in a self adaptation process of the agent.
Also self'healing of agents in case of deficiencies will be possible.
Agents will recognise changing user needs and adapt automatically. Changes could relate to the fact that new
services are offered, because the user needs additional support to deal with a new arisen disease, but changes
could also relate to the adaptation of a service to handle a changed health status of the user.

7.1.3. Micro Energy Harvesting for Sensors
For the detection of relevant states and potential threads of older people, miniaturised systems consisting of
sensors, signal conditioning electronics and wireless transmission technology are under development. Typically
they are distributed over an area and communicate their data via the air. The need of easy installation and
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reliable service without maintenance for many years also requires a wireless power supply with a longer life cycle
(> 5 years) and a higher energy density than the existing batteries. More power allows wireless transmission over
a longer distance, higher a repetition rate and additional features.
Therefore powerful, low weight and compact energy storage devices and/or energy harvesting from the
environment are crucial technologies for extended and reliable sensor networks as they are needed in the AAL
applications. If necessary, additionally replacement and disposal should not cause problems.
The power demand of a sensor node depends on many parameters like the range to be covered, the
transmission protocol, the transmission rate and the duty cycle. As an example a measurement node with a
temperature sensor and a transmission unit able for transmission within a flat was calculated to need about 0,2
J/day if one measurement per minute and one transmission per hour are assumed.
Roadmap 3. Energy scavenging and management.
Energy scavenging and management
management
Applications

Enabling Technologies

Power

Energy scavenging
systems

Advanced energy
scavenging systems

Endless power to mobile sensors,
actuators, and processors
(wireless/battery)

Advanced battery management system,
Intelligent power electronic devices
Energy
sustainability

Smart power supply,
energy efficient protocols
Energy storage resources,
circuit design for low power consumption

2010

2015

2020

2025

Today many different ways of energy storage are investigated. Also micro energy harvesting which means
capturing minute amounts of energy from suitable natural sources, is under investigation. First systems are on
the market.
An efficient way of energy storage and transformation uses liquids like methanol or octane which provides an
energy density by a factor of 40 higher than a Li'ion'battery. The energy of the fuel is transformed into thermal
energy by combustion cells and in the next step to electrical energy by the thermoelectric effect, by thermionic
or thermo'photovoltaic processes.
Another technology uses the expansion of the combustion gas and drives micro machines or turbines which
drive micro generators producing electric energy. Also the direct transformation from the chemical energy of the
fluid into electric energy by micro fuel cells has been demonstrated. As an example, Princeton University had
presented a reactor using hydrogen as the fuel; its volume was 800mm³ and it provided 100mW with efficiency
below 5%.
To extend the life of batteries or other energy storing systems energy harvesting from physical variables in the
environment is a promising technology.
For this application light or solar energy, other electromagnetic energy, thermal', air flow' and kinetic energy are
under investigation.
Such an energy harvesting system should:
 Provide sufficient energy for the specific application
 Work reliable even if the physical variables of the environment are changing
 Be cheap enough to be applied even with low cost sensor systems
For low light intensity applications, as we find in indoor applications, specially designed solar cells are needed to
provide sufficient efficiency. Adoption of the typical spectra of indoor illumination and low surface
recombination rates are essential. First commercial applications in building automation are on the market. We
estimate such photovoltaic systems as one of the most promising technologies in AAL applications.
Power generators which make use of kinetic energy of humans or vibrating parts of a building or machine have
also been demonstrated.
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First thermoelectric generators have been presented; they make use of the temperature difference between body
surface and air. They can provide enough energy e.g. to feed a pulse oximeter. For body sensor networks this is
expected to be a valuable technology. New ideas are recently investigated with the aim to integrate different
types of generation principle in single scavengers, in order to compensate weaknesses of thermal or solar'based
generators. The photonic method based on silicon technology solar cells remains a good opportunity,
considering the fact that miniaturised chip'size solar cell are on the market with about 11% of energy
conversion efficiency. Photovoltaic'harvesting methods remain the most widely available harvesting resource for
both research and commercial applications, and the most promising method for long'term (10 years and
beyond) installations given proper energy'handling components and placement.

Figure 4. A sensor and communication device in MEMS technology mounted on a hearing aid battery (left) and a prototype
of a micro 3D burner for liquid fuel (right).

As all of these devices mainly are at research stage, many improvements will be needed concerning all their
parameters. We expect that this will mainly be driven by military or space applications where cost is not a
primary concern and not by AAL applications.
For typical groups of applications like human body networks or building installations suitable and specially
designed power supplies will be available. They will be rugged, cheap and will not need any maintenance for
more than 5 years. Different physical variables will be combined to make these supplies reliable even if the
environmental parameters are changing. The body network integration will require special development of
power generators able to be easily coupled with the body, like flexible patches, PDMS'based devices or plastic
substrates with photovoltaic properties.
Integrated sensor modules for all relevant physical variables will be on the market consisting of the sensor,
conditioning electronic, processing HW and SW, power supply and transmission unit. These modules will form a
reliable network without any need of installation and will serve as a part of an integrated AAL environment.

7.2. Personal support in daily activities
During life persons might confront with impairments and disabilities and often these deficits increase with age.
The impairments can relate to a diversity of physical and cognitive problems. Also the causes can be different,
being related to problems with sensors (eye, ear), limbs or brain damages, and vary based on degree of
impairment, from limited or partial ability to no ability at all. In case of limited or partial ability systems can
enhance the residual capacity (e.g. cochlear implants, artificial limbs or directed audio beams), in case of total
absence of ability alternative sensory abilities should be used (e.g. speech to text or text to speech). These
systems and services will be conceived to proactively act for assisting, monitoring and providing well'being of
elderly or not sufficient people in an assisted environment. More appropriately, these are sensor'motors (e.g.,
cognitive robots) and actuators that, based on their perception of the environment, on behalf of their users and
on information gathered by some other devices and/or background knowledge, could perform concrete actions.
A kind of acting technology regards the home automation, commonly called “domotics”, with devices to
manage the house and automate supplies. Enhancement in home automation systems, including embedded and
interconnected computational devices able to sense, elaborate, communicate, and act, will lead to ambient
intelligent and smart environments. Pervasive robotics for assistance, rehabilitation and prosthetic will be
integrated in smart environments and will increase the range of possible physical interaction between the smart
environment and the user.
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Roadmap 4. Smart environments and Internet of Things.
Smart environments and Internet of Things
Applications

Enabling Technologies

Intelligent
systems

Autonomic devices, intelligent sensor networks,
augmented cognition, and ambient intelligence

Interoperable
systems

Internet of things, mobile communications,
Machine to Machine communication

Sensor fusion

Sensory fusion strategies with
high'level data fusion

Robotics

Internet connected sensors and actuators, enhance robot'robot
co'operation, ubiquitous and enriched human'robot interaction

2010

Internet of presence

Perception takes over from fusion
and is not task'dependent

2015

2020

2025

7.2.1. From domotics to smart environments
Home automation systems (or domotic systems) are characterised by technologies that make available innovative
solutions and functionalities to manage the house and the well'being of users, i.e. automation, security,
comfort, communication, and energy. Although most of these solutions and technologies are already available
on the market, however more efforts are needed in research and development to pursue sterling, integrated,
effective, useful and mature technologies for AAL applications.
Smart environments more properly identify embedded sensor and actuator systems networked by wireless
Internet, with the capabilities to sense, elaborate, and communicate. They are conceived to be installed in many
different environments, such as homes, cars, factories, buildings, offices, shops, hospitals, open spaces, etc. In
the future, networks and end'systems will be merged together (Internet of Things) and will integrate passive and
intelligent sensing devices, to provide information about their environment and their user, sensory'motor
devices, to act based on their perception of the environment, and pure actuators, to perform actions based on
information gathered by some other devices and/or background knowledge. In this sense, smart environments
are really suitable to integrate pervasive computing with pervasive robotics, thus allowing the Internet to
exchange not only information but also actions. It is expected that smart environments will be characterised by
many research challenges in the fields of embedded systems, Internet of things, mobile communications,
intelligent user interfaces, intelligent sensor networks, augmented cognition, and ambient intelligence.

Figure 5. The future of communication.

From the technological point of view, several advances must be carried out by the research community, including
challenges in the fields of communication, integration, interoperability, dependability, and intelligence. In future
systems will communicate with smart antennas, which will be able to connect and interact with other systems in
very different applications. Further, until global, well defined standards appear, they have to integrate different
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communication standards and protocols. Finally it is fundamental that these systems will be able to guarantee
privacy and security to the customers.

7.2.2. Biorobotics for ADLs
Service robot development is defined by the EURON Consortium as the art of integrating technologies and
embedding systems into existing smart environments in order to provide services useful for human daily life
(EURON, 2004). Embedded agents and robots will be contained in such smart spaces and will be able to act for
and with humans. Smart environments will proactively assist people and will be personalised in response to the
occupant’s presence and behaviour and to the normal activities related to work, education, entertainment or
healthcare.
The main benefits from the introduction of this kind of technologies in the AAL context will be identified as:
 time saving in daily repetitive work,
 having a companion and a servant/assistant,
 personal robot adaptation to individual needs,
 exercising robots,
 medical support,
 reaching high acceptance by inexperienced users,
 24'hour service in household environments,
 robots in environments dangerous to humans,
 mobility,
 incremental development of robots.
By technological point of view, many scientific and technological challenges need to be addressed, before the
real usage of real robotic platforms in assistive services. At moment few examples of robotic system are on the
market, e.g. the robotic appliance iRobot Roomba, but a large variety of service'robot applications with
significant installation numbers seems now to be within reached.
The main challenges in robotic regard the cooperation between robots or with human and environments, the
architecture for communication, control, and distributed intelligence, the manipulation for concretely interact
with objects and humans, the human machine interface with advanced speech, complex expressiveness, touch
and advanced visual messages, the navigation and locomotion in largely unstructured environments, the
cognitive and learning capability to autonomously adapt at different situations and applications, the robustness,
dependability, security and reliability.

Figure 6. Service robots for urban hygiene in DustBot project.
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Roadmap 5. Robotic services.
Robotic services
Applications

Enabling Technologies

Navigation

Reliable map'based
navigation and
obstacle avoidance

Manipulation

Fetch and carry
visible objects

Intension estimation
'based selection of
destination

Reliable learning'based
navigation in unstructured
environments

Supervised
manipulation of partially
known objects

Autonomous manipulation
of unknown objects

Autonomous manipulation
of known objects

Robot for simple ADL
support in structured
environments

Robotic support
for ADLs

Cognitive (humanoids) assistive robots
for enhanced ADL support
in unstructured environments

(Modular) Robotic
assistant for mobility

Robotic support
for mobility

Biorobotics assistant for mobility
(robotic suites and wearable robots)

Safety and
dependability

Sensor'based
Physical Safety,
HW & SW safety

HW and SW
Failure detection
and isolation

Human machine
interface

Graphical, text,
haptic and
touch interfaces

Haptic and
learning
interfaces

2010

2015

Predictive failure detection, safe
obstacle avoidance, detection of
intention of a person
Cognitive approaches, neural
interfaces, non'invasive brain
interfaces
2020

2025

7.2.3. Biorobotics for rehabilitation
Physical'therapy treatments in rehabilitation are demonstrated to be more effective when executed more
frequently and with intensity adaptable to needs of patients. However these requirements are often missed
because, when traditional therapy is provided in a hospital or rehabilitation centre, the patient is usually seen for
one'hour sessions once or twice a day/week. For this reason, the possibility of increasing the effectiveness of the
rehabilitation by exploiting the potentialities of robot'mediated therapies is becoming more and more popular
around the world. Using biorobotics for (neuro')rehabilitation, physiotherapists have the possibility to enable a
quantitative, intensive and repeatable “dosage” of the therapy and a quantitative evaluation of the outcome for
each patient. Some of these systems, with an appropriate infrastructure of tele'rehabilitation, might be used in a
home situation. In the recent past, two different types of robotic systems have been developed: operational
machines, in which the contact between the patient and the machine is only at the end'effector through a
purposive mechanical interface, and exoskeletons, which are wearable biomechatronic systems.
A possible scenario for wearable biomechatronic systems is the exoskeleton for the upper limb rehabilitation. The
upper limb of a stroked patient is at all an open'ended unstructured environment to interact with. An
exoskeleton integrating a high level of different sensor modes, such as distributed skin like sensors, will be able
to infer about the user intentions without any invasive interface. Moreover, the exoskeleton will be able to
predict and safely react to unpredicted spastic event, thank to its intrinsic compliance. The exoskeleton will be an
intelligent device thanks to its sensory fusion strategy and its structural intelligence distributed over all its
morphology. The long term action will be mainly focused to investigate and develop high level strategies to learn
how to use the “perception” obtained by means of the sensory fusion to provide appropriate “actions”. At this
stage, the exoskeleton interacting with the upper limb of a stroked patient, other than closely interact and
support the user, will be capable to learn and evolve its cognitive skills. This way, the intelligent device will be
able to continuous adapts itself to the evolving abilities of the user, rehabilitating its motion capabilities.
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Roadmap 6. Biorobotics for rehabilitation.
Biorobotics for rehabilitation
rehabilitation
Applications

Enabling Technologies
Operational machines
for upper and lower
limbs

Rehabilitation
robots

Actuators

Innovative
micro'macro
actuators

Exoskeleton'like
machine for upper
and lower limbs

Human musculoskeletal
system'based actuators

New strengthened
bio'artificial muscles

Under'actuated robotic
devices

Human motion
control strategies

Developing high'complexity
and fully bio'inspired
robotic limbs

Human inspired
robotic features

Patient’s stiffness
dependent
back'drivability

Back'drivable
under'actuated
mechanisms

Mechanical design

2010

2015

2020

Whole body human
motion control
theories
Patient’s stiffness and
kinematics dependent
back'drivability
2025

The increasing need of robots in rehabilitation closely interacting with humans shows some limitations for
current mechatronic technologies. Any time the human'robot interaction is considered ' e.g. prostheses,
operative robot and/or wearable robots for rehabilitation and assistive purposes ' the attention is focused on the
following issues: safety, compliance, adaptability and dependability. Indeed robotic systems, interacting with
humans, should be intrinsically stable and easy to control, compliant and safe with respect to
unpredicted/unpredictable events, and capable of storing energy passively in order to improve its efficiency.
Most of the research attention to address these issues is focused on the development of robots powered by
muscle'skeletal based actuators, commonly named as artificial muscles. So far, artificial muscles can match only
certain temporal, spatial or force regimes typical of biological muscle, but they cannot fully replicate all these
capabilities together. In particular, they cannot obtain at same time the same high'density energy source and the
adjustable mechanical impedance properties. The emerging roadmap, establishing the main priorities in the
short, middle and long terms, is: strengthening of the current technologies and development of stable and
reliable mechatronic systems for AAL'based artificial actuators; definition of a new design paradigm leading to
emerging technologies for new bio'artificial muscles (2015); implementation and strengthening of new bio'
artificial muscles (by 2020); development of stable mechatronic systems for AAL, based on new bio'artificial
muscles (2025).

Figure 7. Overview of the main technologies used in the current state of the art to implement a human muscle'skeletal based
actuator: a) McKibben artificial muscle, b) electroactive polymer and c) series'elastic actuator (Venemam, 2005).

A thorough knowledge of the human motion control strategies is a crucial aspect in the development of high'
performance robotic systems for AAL. Ideally, the implementation of motion'control strategies based on
neuroscience models will enable robotic systems to behave like humans. For this reason, there is an increasing
need to test neuroscientific hypotheses on human motion'control theories by implementing them on a model
system that is under the full control of the experimenter. In this way, the results obtained by means of the
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“standard” neuroscience methods can be compared with those obtained from the model system. While this can
be achieved to some extent through numerical simulation, these results are only as good as the accuracy of the
numerical model as conceived by investigators. As a supporting tool to these mathematical analyses, the
implementation of a certain hypothesis on a real mechanical system can reveal the effects of not modelled
dynamics and provide critical insight into how the human system functions in a real environment. For this
reason, the importance and the employment of robotic tools for neuroscience investigations is developing as a
separate study, leading to what is called neurorobotics (i.e. the fusion of neuroscience and robotics).
The emerging roadmap, involving actions with increasing level of complexity, establishing the main priorities in
the short, middle and long term, is: strengthening the “neurorobotics paradigm” and the development of
robotic tools, focusing on the specific feature of human limbs, such as functionally inspired robots mimicking
specific human features (i.e. dynamic properties, impedance, antagonistic actuation scheme, kinematic and
dynamic redundancy) (2015); developing high'complexity and fully bio'inspired robotic limbs (2020); developing
high'complexity humanoids for the investigation of whole body human motion control theories (2025).

7.3. Personal and home safety and security
Nowadays safety and security in every aspect of life and in various environments, such as homes, public spaces,
workplaces, and vehicles, are a crucial demand for the well'being of people. Since personal protection is often
intended to be without restriction of liberty or limitation of privacy, safety and security systems need not only to
be reliable and easy to use, but also capable of safeguarding the privacy of end users.
In this paragraph, sensors for safety and security in the environments regard those devices, which are used to
exclusively monitor sensorial data or status coming from the environment. This means that they are mainly
related to the measure of gas, carbon monoxide, radioactivity, fire, smoke, water, door/window opening and
closing, flood, intrusion, identification, comfort, traffic, weather conditions, etc.
As stated in the EPoSS SRA (The European Technology Platform on Smart Systems Integration (EPoSS), 2009),
sensors will be exploited in safety and security applications for detection, identification and authentication,
secure transactions, storage and communications, anti'tampering, positioning and localising, detection of
abnormal behaviour, detection of hidden dangerous objects/substances, for non cooperative, mobile individual
or target recognition, detection of ill and/or infectious people and warnings associated with real'time data
transmission. For these applications, technological challenges exist for Smart Cards, TPD devices, electronic
tagging, component and equipments, e.g. autonomous smart sensors/smart dust, imaging devices (IR, Ultra
Sound, µXray, THz), NRBC sensors, biosensors, biometric scanners and sensors as well as smart clothes.
Biometrics is one approach to allow authentication or identification of persons to access their private and
personal devices. These techniques should increase the efficiency of security checks, give comfort to the end user
and preserve data security. Challenges in sensor development concern the improvement of fingerprint sensors in
speed and in easier positioning of the finger, the fusion of multi'modal biometric information (fingerprint, face,
iris, retina recognition, signature, etc.), the optimisation of the reject ratio and false acceptations, and the
identification of cryptographic keys from personal ID data.
Sensitive micro'device modules to embed inside device packages will allow the detection of any physical
intrusion, piercing of the envelope or any visual intrusion like laser, UV or backward X'ray observation.
Movement or pressure sensors can detect tamper actions upon coatings. Embedded micro'batteries will allow
monitoring of the behaviour of the overall system and can be activated such as to erase secret and personal data
in case of violation. All these sensors need be highly miniaturised and proof against false alarms.
This sensor technology will be integrated in a wide range of sensors for safety and security. Such devices will also
need to communicate reliably by wired and wireless networks, and they must be made tamper proof and able to
withstand environmental conditions that might affect their performance (e.g. radiation, chemical corrosion,
shock). Further miniaturisation will enable combinations of multiple sensors, like accelerometers, gyros, pressure
sensors etc., into one sensor node even when the individual sensor devices have been manufactured separately.
In the scenario of advanced sensors for environment gas sensors represent a relevant class in AAL (Jane, 2009).
The principal challenges are in fire and domestic gas detection, in automotive for air quality monitoring, in
industrial safety, in medical diagnostics for breath and drugs, in integrated MEMS using combinatorial sensing
arrays with widespread applicability.
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Roadmap 7. Safety and security.
Safety and security
Applications

Enabling Technologies

Detection,
authentication
and surveillance.

Faster
fingerprint ID

Rapid DNA sensor

Interoperable
and certificated ID

Authentication technologies: multimodal biometry,
multi'spectral integrated IR and visible images

Emergency and
home security
systems

Sensor integration
for monitoring

Smart and communicative
high resolution cameras

Autonomous sensor fusion and wireless broadband
data link in secure network

Environmental
sensors

Fire, toxic leak detection, air quality,
stack emission, odour monitoring,
medical diagnostics

2010

2015

2020

2025

Nanotechnology development in sensor technology is a promising challenge for ensuring food safety and
security, above all in the research of biosensors. An example of biosensor, developed at the Quality and Safety
Assessment Research Unit in Athens, Ga., includes fluorescent organic dye particles attached to Salmonella
antibodies. The antibodies hook onto Salmonella bacteria and the dye lights up like a beacon, making the
bacteria easier to see.

7.4. Support for multi-disciplinary care teams
The crucial point of an innovative home care service is the involvement of several caregivers from multiple
disciplines who should ideally offer integrated care to the users, by using new technological devices to improve
their quality of life and to facilitate them to live independently at home.
Thanks to the development of tele'monitoring, medication management, and activity management and
monitoring systems together with tele'consultation, tele'medicine and decision support, completely new ways of
home care are possible, where also complex medical treatments can be undertaken by care givers under the
supervision of a remote professional. Patient surveillance through new technology will reduce the number of
calls to each home and the exchange of information between the multiple levels of care givers will ensure that
each patient is attentively monitored.
Care givers are often alone at the home of the client, they must cope with any situation that arises on their own
and have access to the actual data of the client. This responsibility and solitary decision making are major strains
on care givers as expert interviews have shown. A support system for care personnel that allows remote
consultation with experts and decision support systems using all available information can significantly reduce
stress for care givers, increase the quality of care and allow a better use of specialists.
An important and very demanding part of a carer’s job is related to transport, the amount of time spent driving
from one home to another. Patient surveillance through new technology will reduce the number of calls to each
home and the exchange of information between the multiple levels of care givers will ensure that each patient is
attentively monitored.
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Roadmap 8. Support for multi'disciplinary care teams
Support for multi'
multi'disciplinary care teams
Applications

Enabling Technologies

Video consultation

High'resolution video
& audio, Augmented
Reality Video, mostly 2D

Visual data
transmission

Cardio, pulmonary and some
blood data, capabilities of a
medical praxis

Some 3D, augmented
reality Video,
mostly 2D

3D Augmented reality
communication

Distributed systems with capabilities
of hospitals in some areas
Direct data links to laboratories for
dedicated pattern analyses

Remotely operated
actuators

Complex & stationary
actuators, only in
clinical trials
2010

More mobile actuators,
first trials for home care

2015

2020

2025

Table 3. Support information exchange among care givers (professional and informal)
Support information
exchange among caregivers
caregivers

2010

2015

a
choice
of
technological systems
for communicating by
mobile phone
Reliable solutions for ensuring
 in areas with no  telephony coverage of all
exchange of information: care
network connection for
areas enabling mobile
giver to service centre, between
mobile phones (rural
phones in all regions
care'givers
areas) calls are made
from the user'patient's
home
on
fixed
telephone
Raise
the
knowledge
of  training is given from
caregivers and professionalism
Residential Care Home
of helpers
setting

 training will be at carer's
home by video conference
from
the
Nursing
Education Centre
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Table 4. Support information exchange among care organisation (professional and informal).
Organis
Organise Care (professional
and informal)

2010

2015

2020

varied and different services are  Information on services  Information will only exist  Interactive screen at home will
available by publications,
in electronic form
connect to social service centre
proposed
for
living
independently at home
local flyers delivered to  Reliable
broadband
where information is on the screen
the home – local media
access will be in place all  older people will find they become
 Information found at
over Europe
totally isolated through life with
service centres
 Older people will go to
electronic devices; depression sets
 Information given by
local social centres to
in, that they will require persons
general
practitioner,
learn how to use internet
presence to help them out of
social worker, etc.
and get information on
solitude
 broadband coverage too
services
unreliable to be able to
guarantee an internet
solution
meet the needs of care in  choice is given to receive  there should still be the  there should still be the choice
choice
respect of inequalities/ user'
home help (dependency
 all services provided will be certified
centred services with high
allowance from local  higher quality in the
and all carers will have received
quality standards
authorities and/or State)
service will make the
initial training as well as specific
 or to purchase caring
difference
between
courses
home help on the
making a choice
 standard guidelines start
private market
to be in place for carers
and services provided
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8. AAL in the community
The “AAL in the community” (AAL@Community) domain includes scenarios, in which elderly people can stay
socially active and creative through ICT solutions that are geared toward social networking as well as good
access to public and commercial services. It is related to applications and technologies that can improve the
quality of life and reduce social isolation, which is one of the main problems of elder people in rural areas with a
low population as well as in urban areas with little family support. The main aspects of this domain include:
 Social participation in the society
 Entertainment and leisure activities
 Support to mobility

8.1. Social inclusion
Social interaction is one of the most important characteristics and needs of human beings. Social interaction is a
natural event that happens between people in everyday activities, e.g. during shopping, at work or in spare time,
and allows individuals to express their personality and their ideas and also to become fuller more rounded in
character and experience. Human social interaction is the basis of all communities: both on a personal level and
also on the level of a community or society good social interaction helps to increase the general welfare and
quality of life of all members of the community.
Unfortunately, motor, cognitive and health deficiencies are often barriers to social interaction and communities
face up to and deal with these difficulties inadequately without giving an effective support to those who are
older, disabled or sick. The result is that most people with deficiencies are excluded from society and often feel
marginalised.
Promotion of social participation of elderly people can be undertaken in many ways. First of all, communication
services should provide new and easy'to'use facilities so as to help seniors enhance their social relationships. This
is a way of raising self'esteem and increasing the sense of control and autonomy. A second way is to provide
elderly persons with necessary information about social activities that are adapted to their needs and able to
attract their attention and to create interest. This should include outdoor activities and volunteering activities.
Finally, mobility is essential for general independence and to ensure good health and quality of life. For older
people, mobility represents more than having a means of transport, but is also a symbol of freedom,
independence and self'reliance, and retaining some control over their life.
Participation levels can be significantly increased with adequate motivation and technological support. Thus,
elderly people can be supported in finding and carrying out work, establishing and maintaining contacts with
other people, and, in general, can be helped to spend time participating in different social activities. Thus, the
role of the person not only as beneficiary (of consumption, social support, solidarity, etc.), but also as contributor
for community (social actor) would be strengthened and his/her quality of life improved.
Table 5. Services and applications and related enabling technologies for AAL@Community.

Services

Applications

 Post office
 Registry office
Public services
 Administrative office
and utilities
 Online shop
 Online medical service
Personal
interaction

 Social relationships
 Social activities
 News and information

Mobility
services

 Transport services
 Customer
support
during shops (smart
trolley)

Technologies
Technologies
 Biometrical sensors for recognition of persons
 Novel systems and protocols to store personal and identification
data
 Standards and rules for the management of critical personal data.
 Devices (digital TV and tablet PC) to access remotely to utilities
 Advanced control interfaces for easy'to'use PC and devices
 Protocols and standard to manage critical data safely
 Wearable and miniaturised sensors of health parameters
 Tele'monitoring
 Localisation, navigation and obstacles avoidance.
 Recognition of users
 Recognition of products and their costs
 Smart interface for the facilitated control of the smart trolley
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8.1.1. Systems for human machine interaction
The participation in society could be pursued by several activities, such as socialising with relatives and friends,
being informed about news, events, activities and services related to the specific community context,
participating in concerts, theatrical performances, public meetings and town councils, and profiting by public
services and utilities.
For each of them, technological systems, based on enhanced human machine interfaces, might play an
important role in order to reduce the distance between society and users.
Whereas traditional ICT products are linked to a single user or a single location, AAL services tend to be distributed
across a wide area, resulting in a dynamic context of use. The use of context'aware technology enables adaptive
system behaviour in order to manage these changing contexts. The increase in system adaptation might however
itself lead to usability problems (Jameson, 2003), and a balance between system pro'activity and transparency must
be maintained. Also, the delicate balance between user'perceived benefit and user'perceived complexity should be
constantly kept in mind, as end users tend to be hesitant towards adopting new technology.
Nowadays, most devices in the home are standalone. Each product has its own unique user interface, and end
users need to learn how to use each new product. Device connectivity is significantly improving due to the rise of
low cost wireless networks in the home including WiFi and Bluetooth, and Mobile Internet expansion towards
3G and 4G and becoming available in a wider range of devices.
It is expected that devices will be increasingly multi'service, and federated in such a way that users can choose
any available interface device based on the context of use and can then access most of, if not all, their AAL
services, and the system can choose any combination of nearby devices to act as a single multi'modal device. For
example, a user might use the mobile phone for dietary advice, or use the television screen to order groceries, or
the system can provide simultaneous access to a service on a stationary touch screen, a handheld device and also
using auxiliary speakers and gesture detecting camera devices.
Devices can be oriented towards interaction using virtual interfaces that mirror the concepts and real'world
artefacts to be manipulated by the user. Devices can also be oriented towards tangible interfaces where the user
uses physical artefacts to control concepts in computer models.
Novel mobile and tangible interfaces are important to support intelligent interaction. An example of this is using
positioning (GPS and digital compass sensors), accelerometers and near'field communication (NFC) to use a
mobile device as a tangible interface, for instance by invoking a communication link by placing the phone on an
image of a family member. In effect, communication can be simplified by using tangible interaction techniques
and mobile/pervasive computing. The expected introduction of the breakthrough Near Field Communication
(NFC) technology will enable mobile phones to activate on'site AAL services by simply touching a service tag, or
to easily peer with nearby devices by just moving them within a distance of a few centimetres.
Over time, devices will evolve from standalone devices with virtual interaction towards devices with more
tangible interfaces (with Brain'Computer Interfaces somewhere in between) that are networked with all other
local devices, exploiting the expected tremendous increases in connectivity performance at extremely low costs.
Eventually, virtual avatars or avatar robots could serve as common interaction devices for accessing services in
the home and in public spaces.

8.1.2. Multi-modal interfaces
Multi'modal interfaces are an important research topic nowadays in the field of human'machine interfaces
(HMI). A multi'modal interface employs multiple sensory channels/modalities for information transmission as well
as for system control and provides the possibility to merge information that can be created by the human actor
in many ways. The final objective is to enable the user to communicate with the machine by different actions
such as touching a screen, speaking or writing.
Overall, multimodal interfaces have a great potential in helping people who are not used to standard interfaces
(such as keyboards, mouse, graphical feedback) to interact with a system. As every kind of interaction needs
usually a specific interface, in the following we try to identify the most relevant and recent singular technologies
that can be combined into multi'modal (possibly federated) devices. We categorise these technologies into
sensorial, spatial and natural language interfaces.
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Roadmap 9. Interacting technologies.
Interacting technologies
Applications

Enabling Technologies

Initiative

User initiative,
adaptable interfaces

Design process

Co'creation of portable
intentional interfaces

Awareness

Predefined factors and
reasoning

Adaptation and learning,
profiling and
stereotyping

Social and emotional
awareness

Modality

Local (touch)
screen'based

Rich integration through
distributed objects

Avatar robots,
brain'computer
interfaces

Connectivity

Standalone devices,
wireless charging

2010

Mixed initiative,
self'adaptive interfaces

Federated devices,
scalable contents
robust media
2015

2020

Autonomous intelligent
agents and service
robots

Automatic adaptation

2025

Sensorial interfaces are digital augmentations of physical objects through sensory perception. Important
components of sensorial interfaces are:
 Augmented reality ' an emerging interaction paradigm that allows visualising an environment that combines
elements of virtual reality with real elements.
 Stereoscopic Vision ' also called 3D vision ' a system that allows perceiving the deepness levels of some
objects in an image.
 Binaural sound ' a sound'reproducing technique that allows finding the source of a sound in a 3'dimensional
space, which especially useful for people with visual impairments.
 Tactile feedback ' implements haptic (active touch'sense) displays, related with the skin perception of
temperature, pressure. They complement or stand in for the visual and auditive channels of the user, and
can add information without diverting their attention out from the task that he is performing.
 Force feedback ' allows implementing haptic interfaces related with the strength, weight, outlines, etc. It is
the key technology for touching and handling 3'dimensional virtual objects. The current investigation trends
focus on handling more complex virtual models, with more contact points and/or more freedom of
movement for the user.
 Positional feedback ' returns forces and torsions to the user depending on the position and the tactile
properties of the virtual objects he is touching.
 Scent'based interfaces ' an emerging technology able to generate scent from a bank of available substances.
It can enhance multimodal systems by increasing the sensorial perception and by adding information
channels that reduce the cognitive load of the user.
Spatial interfaces present 3D or 2D (or 1D) models of entities, so that the user can understand and manipulate
the states of the entities via the presented spatial models. Important categories of spatial interfaces are:
 Tactile screen (or touch screen) ' a system able to recognise the contact with the finger of the user (or a
pointer), and specify in which point of the area, the screen has been contacted. It simplifies the user
interface, making it more intuitive, compact and robust.
 Multi'touch screens, and tables, smart boards ' an emerging technology used in touch screens and touch
pads, in order to recognise several contact points simultaneously. It makes easier the direct handling of some
systems by means of recognising intuitive gestures performed with some fingers.
 3D movement tracker ' a device that informs about its three'dimensional location and orientation with
respect to a reference point.
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 Eye'tracker ' a technique able to register in real time the eye movement, for example to control of the
pointer in a screen by tracking the users’ sight. However, the higher prevalence of visual impairments in
elderly may make this technique unsuitable.
 Gesture'based interaction ' to control services with the hands without touching the device. For example hand
waving, finger movement, proxy objects. For certain physical impairments, gesture control is much easier
than using a mouse or touchpad.
Natural language interfaces use linguistic entities such as words and phrases for controlling services. Important
components of natural language interfaces are:
 Voice recognition ' the process of converting digitalised voice, captured with a microphone, in a set of
phonemes that are then mapped to words from a vocabulary. It can solve some interaction problems for
people who are not used to deal with computers, or who have some motor disabilities. Typically voice
recognition can be speaker'independent or have wide vocabularies, but not both at the same time. Training
the system to a specific user and filtering out ambient noise improves the performance of voice'recognition
systems, and recognition rates well over 99% are achievable under ideal conditions.
 Handwriting recognition, ' a technology used for recognising intelligible manual writing with a special kind of
pen or pointer ' or possibly captured by a camera. The written letters would normally be mapped to a
vocabulary of words.
 Natural Language Understanding ' to make sense of a text, mapping it to representations that relate to a
model of pre'programmed concepts in a system. It typically involves analysis of syntax (grammar), semantics
and discourse. Voice recognition and handwriting recognition become more precise if several probable
outcomes are analyzed as they relate to the model of pre'programmed concepts, and their possible meaning
evaluated based on statistical models of user behaviour. This is one step further from the emerging natural
language translation systems that are based on statistical patterns of just word and phrase sequences.
 Voice synthesis ' a system that generates voice by concatenating some phonetic symbols. It solves some
problems of interaction with the machine, for people with visual disabilities. The natural interaction adds an
important affective component to this interface component.
Roadmap 10. Multi'modal interfaces.
Multi'
Multi'modal interfaces
Applications

Enabling Technologies

Sensorial interfaces

Augmented reality, stereoscopic
vision, binaural sound, tactile
And force feedback

Spatial interfaces

(Multi)'touch screens,
tables, smart boards

Natural language
interfaces

Voice recognition, handwriting recognition,
natural Language understanding, voice synthesis

2010

Positional feedback,
scent'based interfaces

3D movement tracker, consolidated
eye'trackers, gesture'based interaction

2015

2020

2025

8.2. Entertainment and leisure Outdoor activity
According to common daily life experience, most opportunities of socialisation are related to leisure and
entertainment. In these contexts people have the possibility to express fully their personality, to apply their skills
and experiences, to stimulate and improve their cognitive and motor capabilities, and to meet and interact with
other persons. Unfortunately ageing and diseases can limit the expression of subjects in this kind of activities and
that influences negatively the persons’ quality of life on their wellness and on their loneliness.
These limitations can be overcome and reduced using technological systems because they can support people in
executing these activities, can compensate some limitations, and can favour the interconnection and the
communication of persons sited in different locations. This idea is getting a footing and is revolutionising the
industries of entertainment and gaming. Research in AAL and robotics fields can yield solutions and systems
suited to accomplish social and entertaining tasks.
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Technologies coming from virtual reality, interfaces, robotics, smart sensor networks, reasoning, communications
can develop systems that enable persons, placed in different locations, to play together in the same virtual spot
and interact with other friends and people located in places such as clubs, bars, gyms. Further people with slight
motor deficits can be supported in carrying out sports and hobbies through technological systems able to
compensate and facilitate the execution of movements and tasks. Finally elderly and disabled persons should
carry out frequently motor and cognitive exercises to maintain and improve cognitive and motor capacities.
Technologies coming from AAL and robotics fields can allow these subjects to execute this kind of tasks also at
home and without the physical presence of therapists. Roadmaps for these technologies are similar to those
already showed in the previous paragraphs.

8.3. Mobility
The social inclusion of persons in community is also related to the capacity of persons to move in order to reach
places for meeting persons, benefiting of services or being present at events. When the capacity of a person to
move autonomously is undermined because of deficits related to ageing, diseases or accidents also the social
aspect of his/her life is damaged. These limitations can be overcoming and compensated thanks to technologies
coming from AAL, Robotics, Internet of Things fields. In the next future both public and private transport will be
innovated and redesigned on the base of these research areas.

8.3.1. Public transport
The public transport should be reorganised both from technological and organisational points of view in order to
become more alluring and usable by end users, especially elderly and disabled persons.
 Transport on demand:
demand some days early, users can reserve this service to go to an office or other places, the
public transport server will organise the mini'buses’ journey in order to fetch a small group of users from their
houses and to carry them to the various destinations.
― Server to process reservation data and to plan journeys of buses.
― Mini'buses usable for passengers with motor deficits.
 Ambient intelligence
intelligence for public transport:
transport a sensor network will be integrated in city environment in order to
identify buses/trams and monitor traffic; in this way users can obtain in real time info about bus they would
like to catch.
― Environmental sensor network (made of fixed sensor anchors) to identify buses/trams, to monitor traffic and
weather.
― Wireless communication between sensor anchors, sensors on buses/trams and central server
 Usable and ergonomic buses/trams:
buses/trams buses and trams should be conceived in order to take passengers with
motor limitations (i.e. with stick and wheelchair) and to preserve their safety during journey.
― Smart buses/trams respecting usability’s rules for elderly and disabled persons.
 Passenger Interfaces:
Interfaces persons should be able to connect to public transport network also at home using Digital
TVs and PC tablets in order to plan routes and identify bus lines and their schedules and to consult services of
public transport; furthermore through smart phone passengers can buy ticket on directly bus, monitor
schedule of the journey, and replan the way.
― Digital TVs and PCs tablet connected on Internet and remotely to public transport service network and with
facilitated input'output devices based on speech and touch.
― Smart phones with RFID and Internet connected.

8.3.2. Cars
Cars are the most used means of transport by people because they consider them more comfortable, safer and
faster than public transport and furthermore are thought as a key factor for independent living. However driving
demands motor, sensory and cognitive abilities that can be reduced and worsened from ageing and diseases.
Due to their reduced physical state older drivers suffer from accidents more than young people. In the last years
so'called passive measures in cars like safety cell, safety belts, head rests, side impact protection and airbags
have contributed to reduce injuries caused by accidents and the number of fatalities from nearly 20 000 in 1970
to less than 5000 in 2008 in Germany. Since 1980 also active systems like ABS, ESC and brake assist also have
made an essential contribution to this reduction. In the next years we also will find active systems like lane
departure warning and pre'crash systems which will help to avoid or mitigate accidents. In the future passive
and active systems will adhere and form an integrated safety system. An important technology for a further
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reduction of fatalities will be the exchange of information between cars and between cars and infrastructure by
“car to X communication”. By such a communication the vision of the driver can be expanded to an “E'vision”
with a range of several hundred meters. Many services like road intersection survey, head on, rear end and
frontal collision warning can be improved. The status of road conditions ahead can be provided and the safety
margin for emergency vehicles expanded. There are estimations that a market penetration of more than 10'15%
will be needed before a driver with an equipped car will have a substantial benefit by such a communication of
information. Other services which will increase the comfort like transmission of road'pricing or emergency call
could also use such a communication infrastructure and will therefore support its introduction.

Figure 8. Traffic scenario

A car to car communication should be:
 cheap enough so that many drivers even of low price cars can afford it;
 efficient in terms of self organisation, speed of network building and transmission capacity;
 safe against tampering and misuse;
 acceptable concerning data privacy.
Actual research projects like SOTIS (Self'Organising Traffic Information System), NOW (Network on Wheels) and
SAFE'SPOT (by 2015) have demonstrated the feasibility and shown introduction scenarios. Legal aspects have
been solved. The data protocols at different layers have been developed and are confirmed by the relevant
standardisation organisations and authorities. Hardware and Software is available and will be integrated on
demand into new car models. Service providers like road companies have established first services which give the
drivers a relevant benefit.
Car to car communication is offered by high class car manufacturers and a rate of 2'5% of the cars is equipped.
Comfort services and emergency call functions are installed. The system can be purchased also with lower price
cars. It is evaluated as a valuable component towards the vision of autonomous driving.
Many commercial services use this communication system. The market penetration will increase to 50'80%. Also
drivers without the system and other road users will have a benefit from the expanded electronic vision of the
drivers. Road authorities will be able to use the roads more efficiently by detailed and on'time information about
traffic flow, congestions and accidents.
Adopting advanced sensor networks set both on car and in environment, information useful for driving (about
weather, traffic, road works, road signs, attention level and tiredness of driver, pace and closeness of other cars,
etc.) will be obtained. Furthermore studies should be carried out to develop additional active systems able to
avoid accidents or mitigate their impact. To obtain these performances the car should be provided of a sort of
intelligence able to adapt dynamically car characteristics to user and context, to provide information useful to
driving and to take decision in complex situations.
 Traffic central server and sensor network:
network network made of different kinds of sensors will obtain in real time
information about weather, status of road surfaces, road works, road signs, speed limits, traffic and pace of
cars; these data will converge at a traffic central server that will process information and provide them to cars
on the roads.
― Environmental sensor network
― Wireless communication between sensors and central server and between central server and cars.
― Novel strategies for traffic data processing and for management of traffic.
 Smart car:
car smart cars should have the capacity to communicate outside providing information about its
destination and pace and receiving real time news about the traffic, the road conditions, close cars, traffic
limits and signs; moreover the smart car should be able to adapt itself according to external context (light,
weather, etc.) and driver state and to carry out actions for safety of users.
― Smart sensors able to recognise level of attention of driver and variation of his/her motor, sensory and
cognitive abilities.
― Wireless communication between the cars and external agents.
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― Advanced interface to facilitate the car control and monitoring.
― Smart components able to change their configuration according to users’ features and environmental
conditions.
― Novel systems and techniques to improve the safety of passengers and to reduce possible damages resulting
from accidents.
― Advanced processing to elaborate information coming from car sensors, external traffic server and close
cars, to provide ad'hoc feedback to driver, to assist user during driving and to act on the car elements in
case of necessity.

8.3.3. Pedestrians
The third aspect about mobility is the walking, one of the more natural actions executed daily. Ageing and
diseases can invalidate the naturalness of this task and persons in these conditions have difficulties in moving in
pedestrian environment. Problems stem from components and structures of the streets that often are not
designed thinking to persons with motor and sensory deficits, from the presence of vehicles and from users’
deficit that have not a clear knowledge about their own location, the area to go through and the services and
shops in it.
Pedestrian positioning (“where am I?” “what is near me?”) and navigation systems (“how do I get where I want
to go?”) involve a combination of different enabling technologies, comprising satellite, mobile and wireless'
based systems.
Pedestrian systems are currently in their infancy compared to vehicle'based systems. Pedestrian systems require
different properties to vehicle'based systems. Whilst a motorist travels along streets, a pedestrian is likely to use
off'road paths, buildings, parks or other routing options; these routing options are not restricted to the shortest
and fastest. In addition, factors like personal safety and accessibility have to be considered.
There is also a psychological element that needs to be considered. Pedestrians observe an environment in detail,
creating cognitive maps. Cognitive maps comprise identification of a landmark or point of interest (POI), placing
this POI in a spatial relation to another POI, and combining the POI with something meaningful to the observer.
Giving the POI a personal meaning makes it more easily memorised. This process is very subjective and is
personal to the individual. It can vary depending on gender, age, and cultural or social background, with
landmarks having more significance for some groups than others. This means that the best services will be
personalised to individual users, which is a technical challenge in itself.
In terms of the enabling technologies, outdoor positioning and navigation is usually achieved with satellite
technologies. At the present time this is the Global Positioning System (GPS). Connection with a satellite
positioning system requires a suitable mobile receiving device e.g. a smart phone.
Wireless technologies, such as WLAN, Bluetooth and RFID, are widely available. A good example of a RFID'based
pedestrian navigation system (designed for blind people) is Smartline in The Hague.
Satellite and wireless'based systems can be combined to enhance accuracy.
However, satellite systems require a line of sight from their satellites to the receiving device and so are largely
unsuitable for indoor locations or dense urban areas. Indoor positioning and navigation is very useful for people
in complex buildings such as airports, museums or schools. However, this requires alternative technologies, e.g.
wireless networks. At present such systems are not widespread.
The transition from outdoors to indoors must also be considered. It should involve a seamless switch between
technologies (e.g. satellite to wireless). This is an aspect that is currently receiving much attention from the
research and development community.
In terms of the receiving device, mobile devices should be designed with older people in mind e.g. simplified
layout, large keypad and screen, availability of alternative communication modes. There is still work required to
understand the user requirements of older people with regard to such technology.
By 2015 the Russian GLONASS satellite system and the European satellite system Galileo could become as
important as GPS.
There will be a more widespread deployment of positioning and navigation systems both indoor and outdoor.
The seamless switch between satellite, mobile and wireless technologies will be quick and efficient.
The level of detail and maintenance of up'to'date digital maps for pedestrians is a major challenge. The level of
detail must be much higher than for motorists, for example there are daily changes to the location of street
furniture, whilst street'works, extreme weather conditions, and building activities disrupt regular routes. By 2015
the design and development of digital pedestrian maps will be advanced but the commercial availability of such
systems is likely to still be limited.
Wearable sensors (e.g. accelerometers, pedometers) will be more commonplace due to ergonomic
improvements and greater affordability. It is envisaged that such sensors could have a role when linked into
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versatile systems for pedestrians, enhancing the accuracy of positioning and navigation services combining
satellite and wireless technologies.
New data processing and storage techniques will be developed. The size of sensors will continue to decrease. It
is possible that they could become nano'scale technologies, whilst the range and design of personal wearable
devices (e.g. ‘smart’ jewellery) will undoubtedly increase, with moves towards commercialising devices that
balance the aesthetics with the functional range.
In the mid'term it is expected that there will be comprehensive coverage of urban areas with detailed, regularly
updated digital maps. The maps will be able to give highly accurate positioning and route guidance, accessibility
(and other) information about points of interest, distances between points, alternative routes based on
accessibility requirements, and information about changes to routes (e.g. due to street works or incidents).
Additional services, such as information about different modes of transport, along with e'commerce options
(such as paying for transport tickets), will also be available, as one personal mobile device will be able to support
multiple applications.
Service delivery to mobile hand'held devices will take place via a range of suitable outputs appropriate to the
needs of the individual user. Personalised service delivery will be commonplace.
Wireless or sensor'based systems in the built environment will communicate with people via personal wearable
devices (PWD), e.g. smart jewellery, or smart phone/hand'held devices.
Highly sophisticated maps with interactive user'supplied content as well as service provider content will be
available. Coverage will no longer be restricted to urban areas.
Wireless or sensor'based systems will be widely deployed in urban environments providing diverse information
(e.g. real'time pollution levels). These systems will interact ubiquitously between people, vehicles and
infrastructure, to enhance communication and safety.
Additional personalised add'on services will be available, such as individually'controlled services (e.g. pedestrian
crossing time/door opening etc.).
There will be a wider range of interface options (e.g. human'computer verbal interaction) and the ability to
retro'fit sophisticated services into existing mobile devices.
 Localis
Localisation
isation:
ation to accomplish this task a smart GPS able to recognise position of subjects both in closed and open
spaces should be developed. It works in a network of positioning systems for outdoor and indoor localisation
(from satellite to wireless technologies) and so is able to switch from a technology to another.
― Effective and efficient communication strategies between systems and satellites.
― Effective and efficient communication strategies between systems and wireless nodes set inside buildings
and environment.
― Systems to switch between different communication technologies quickly and without losing information.
― Indoor/outdoor smart GPS able to identify position in closed and open space, to elaborate this information
and to provide feedback and other news about the area to users.
 Navigation support:
support smart systems developed for pedestrian navigation should be able to recognise indoor and
outdoor location of persons, to plan a route according to user’s characteristics and needs and to provide
subjects information about services and shops, presence of stairs, lifts, bus stops, the slope of road and its
state, etc.
― Natural interfaces (speech and touch) to control the smart navigator.
― Processing for elaboration data coming from sensors in the environment and identification of services,
places and objects.
― Processing for planning of route according not only to user position and destination but also to health,
physical condition, preferences and needs of persons.
― Indoor and outdoor sensor network for recognition of position, places and objects.
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Roadmap 11. Mobility.
Mobility
Applications

Enabling Technologies

Public transport

Transport on demand,
server to process reservation
data

Smart buses/trams respecting usability’s
rules for elderly and disabled persons

Ambient intelligence for public transport,
environmental sensor network to monitor traffic and weather

Cars

Lane departure warning,
pre'crash systems

Highly automated driving: autonomous
parking, automatic following, guided
driving

Car to car and car to infrastructures communication,
“E'vision”: road intersection survey, head on,
rear end and frontal collision warning
Pedestrians

Navigation support, digital and cognitive
maps, combined satellite and
wireless'based systems
Personal wearable devices (smart jewelers,
smart phones, hand'held devices

2010

2015

2020
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9. AAL at work
The increasing of elderly population will induce an elevation of retirement age on next years. On the base of this
remark the world of work will deal with novel situations related to the presence of old and not autonomous
people inside the labour force. These issues should tackle different aspects, such as management, support to
work, safety of workers.

Figure 9. The house of work ability (European Commission 2006)

The main enabling technologies for the AAL@Work are basically the same that are described in the previous
chapters for the other application domains of AAL.

9.1. Safety, security and prevention
The health and wellness of workers is the basic fundamental condition that should be respected and preserved in
the world of work. However, actually in most of cases the physical and mental health of workers is not
monitored and protected. This issue is particularly serious especially considering that in the next decades the
retirement will be delayed and so many workers will have limitation from the motor and cognitive point of view.
To better take care of workers, technologies suited for this aspect should be studied, developed and adopted in
work environment.
In particular AAL technologies can include wearable and miniaturised solutions for monitoring welfare of
workers and to guarantee safety and security in working context.
 Health monitoring:
monitoring many tools for monitoring of vital parameters are developed till now but more efforts
should be undertaken for integration and interpretation of data and recognition of events and context, for
miniaturisation and wearability in order to set sensors and devices in the work space and directly on users
without interfering with work tasks. Moreover systems should be personalised according to characteristics and
needs of each user (i.e. in the case of an elderly worker with cardiac problems and diabetes, smart systems
should monitor blood pressure, heart activity and glycaemia level and to give him/her specific drugs in case of
alteration of vital parameters).
― Environmental sensors.
― Non'invasive sensors for vital data.
― Wireless data transfer.
― Modelling of conditions related to good health and pathologies for recognising workers states.
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 Security and safety:
safety the prevention of accidents can be carried out thanks to smart devices and sensors able
to recognise persons, objects, activities and environmental context, to identify events potentially dangerous and
to activate precautionary measures and to execute defensive stocks and alerts.
― Environmental sensors.
― Sensors for the recognition of workers and objects location.
― Technological solutions for security and safety.
― Control of environment and work tools.
― Modelling of work tasks and potential problems and accidents in order to recognise precociously potential
dangerous events, to prevent them as much as possible and to act for reducing damages to workers,
environment and work.
― Data processing and strategies to control the context on the base of recognise events.
 Safety access to workplace:
workplace specific technological devices and sensors network for work environment should
be developed and adopted to support persons having sensorial and motor deficits in order to allow them to
arrive at workplace and move inside it in safety. The integration of information coming from diversified kinds of
sensors set in a collaborative network with high performances coming from mobile robots and devices and smart
interfaces provides an effective support to “weak” workers because this system is able to recognise systems,
users, location and presence of obstacles and to plan strategic solutions to avoid and overcome impediments.
Using these technological solutions, subjects with sensory deficits can obtain from smart and easy'to'use tools
information to move safely along way, otherwise workers with motor deficits can be physical brought and
moved in workspace.
― Sensors for detecting obstacles (objects and persons)
― Sensors to recognise the presence of objects and users.
― Advanced processors to recognise things and workers, to plan dynamically pathway for users and robots.
― Robots and mobile devices.
― Smart interfacing systems.
― Smart automations set on environments.
Roadmap 12. Management, support, safety at work
Management, support, safety at work
Applications

Enabling Technologies

Safety, security
and prevention

Non'invasive sensors for
vital data

Adaptive environment control, Powerful
context and user models

Technological solutions for security and safety

Cooperation
and support
at work

Smart and miniaturised
sensor network, cognitive
and learning capabilities

Adaptive environment control
and interoperability.

Smart assistant robot with autonomous navigation, sensor network to
localize and monitor devices, workers, environmental parameters,
multi'modal and adaptive user interfaces
Tele'work

Smart and facilitated computer interfaces,
recognition of voice and commands,
gestures, glances and directions)
Advanced robotic co'worker with remote real'time control
and dependability properties, communication for real'time
control, advanced interfaces for the remote control of tools
2010

2015

2020
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9.2. Cooperation and support at work
In order to benefit of work coming from persons with sensory and/or motor deficits, communities and industries
should re'conceive the work tasks and places and should provide “weak” workers with smart instruments
supporting their work. This object can be obtained adopting the AAL approach; according with AAL view,
working instruments and the workstation environment should be interactive, facilitating the exchange of
information about the tasks that need to be undertaken and the user’s abilities and the ambient conditions in
order to support workers in activities of their job and to improve the quality of their work.
 Support to use computer:
computer computer is actually the most present tool in all job fields. Even if many efforts on
accessibility of computer have been carried out till now, computer is still complex and abstruse for many people
with old age or having some sensory and/or motor limitations. However carrying on actual research trends,
research will realise soon novel and innovative kinds of interfaces enough smart to simplify the control of
computer and other technologies using the same strategies of natural communication adopted between humans
(e.g. speech, interpretation of gestures and face expressions, perceptions and presentiments).
― Network of smart and miniaturised sensors to catch all factors composing human communication.
― Advanced processor with cognitive and learning capabilities in order to recognise natural input of human
communication, to understand user intention and to activate convenient actions and to provide
comprehensible feedbacks.
― Simplified interface to control and interact with PC.
 Robot co'
co'worker:
worker most of manual labours require good motor capabilities (force and control) both at upper
and lower limbs. When ageing or other pathologies reduce these features in workers, technologies coming from
researches in AAL, sensing and robotics fields can intervene in helping these subjects. Solutions to this problem
are: mobile robots able to move autonomously and safely inside the work environment for bringing objects and
materials from a place to another; robots and exoskeletons able to accomplish manipulation tasks with accuracy
and power and to interact actively with human workers. To be really effective these systems, besides having an
advanced intelligence and safe control, should wirelessly communicate between them and should receive and
elaborate information coming from a network of sensors set inside the work place.
― Mobile robots.
― Exoskeletons and manipulators.
― Sensor network to localise and monitor devices, workers, environmental parameters.
― Advanced wireless communication.
 Smart and active workstation:
workstation besides the mastery and competence, the work of artisans is strongly
influenced from the validity of their workstations. Nevertheless usually they have a common defect: they are
seldom able to adequate themselves to changes of workers capabilities and skills. The future of research in
technologies supporting the work of elderly and not autonomous people should focus on the design of smart
workstations and workplaces able to recognise users, devices and actions, to perceive the changes of workers
skills and performances and to re'set automatically themselves to be suited for the new conditions. This is
possible only creating a highly efficient sensors network and equipping tools of intelligence.
― Smart work instruments.
― Smart workstations.
― Sensor network to monitor worker, devices and environment.
― Wireless communication.
― Strategies for elaboration, control and cognition of events and context and to plan actions.

9.3. Tele-work
In last years the tele'work is the working form that is more quickly getting a footing. Its main feature is the
flexibility in working location and hours. These characteristics have a great importance if we conceive people
that, because of motor and/or sensory deficits, have difficulties to reach the workplace. To carry out tele'work it
is necessary putting in touch the worker that is at home with users, colleagues, employers and tools present in
the main workplaces. The remote connection between these actors is possible only adopting a good
communication strategies and appropriate communication interfaces; that is having a work station based on PC,
an Internet connection (e.g. ADSL), a system for the recognition of users and software and strategies for the
remote access and control of components present inside the main workplace. Actually these kinds of work are
strongly related to the computer use and disregard more practical and physical tasks. However the level of
complexity and the high performances related to technology can induce tele'work also to cover also the usually
physical work activities through the help of robotic manipulators and platforms. The idea of remote physical
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work is not an utopia; many researchers are studying how to control remotely and in real'time robots or other
technological devices. Examples of this kind of studies are the tele'surgery (special robots carry out operations
under the control of surgeons that move the robotic manipulator from remote) and the space robotics (robots
able to move and act in extraterrestrial environment which are controlled by astronauts situated on space shuttle
or by technicians located in earthly laboratories). Scientific solutions conceived for remote control have a
concrete application in the tele'work.
 Advanced computer:
computer computer is the main working tool for the tele'work. A large number of jobs are
carried out mainly with the use of computer and for this reason combining it with an efficient wideband
connection and smart communication interfaces, people can carry out job tasks also interacting with colleagues
and other persons (i.e. users, citizens) simply staying at home. However computer should be conceived to be
more accessible and usable by all persons, independently from their education, skills and motor abilities. In order
to facilitate the remote communication and interaction between worker and other people and devices, novel
and smart interfaces should be designed to permit this interaction using natural communication strategies
adopted by persons in daily life: speech, touch, sight, facial and gestural expressiveness. Thanks to interfaces
able to understand this visual and vocal languages, computers can be really easy to use by all persons. Moreover
works mainly based on the use of computer involve the exchange of data that often are crucial and should be
protected from errors and loss. For this reason ad hoc communication strategies and standards should be
developed for the safe and protected transfer of information and access to it. Furthermore the interaction
between persons located in different and far places can go beyond the “classical” audio and video'calls and
adopt new technologies such as virtual reality and holograms.
― Wideband connection.
― Smart and facilitated computer interfaces (recognition of voice and command, gestures, glance and
direction).
― Strategies for safe remote access to data and servers.
― Advanced communication interfaces (virtual reality and hologram).
 Master'
Master'Slave:
Slave advanced and complex technologies such as mobile robots and manipulators can be profitable
used to carry out physical working tasks that ca be remotely activated and controlled. This approach reflects the
“master'slave” paradigm: the physical work is executed by the robot (“slave”) which is controlled in real time by
a person located in a different place (“master”) thanks to particular interfaces. Adopting this work approach,
persons can: a) carry out tasks requesting vigour and power; b) work without necessarily being in the same
workplace of robot. This way to execute jobs permits persons with motor limitations and weakness to be active
part of work. To accomplish this work typology it is necessary develop: a) smart and safety robotic manipulators
and mobile platforms, which carry out tasks, send sensory feedbacks to remote worker and are able to recognise
possible dangerous conditions and to avoid them autonomously alerting the worker; b) advanced interfaces to
control the systems which will execute the physical job; c) novel strategies to control robots and to guarantee
actions safe for persons and objects present in work space of the robots; d) standard for real time and safe data
transmission (without dangerous delays and loss of critical information). These aspects of “Master'Slave” work
approach are subjects of many studies and researches that are developing novel advanced robotic systems
conceived for acting not only in industrial and controlled environments but also in other dynamic conditions and
spaces; novel types of controlled (wearable and not) interfaces, sensorized in order to provide specific and
detailed motor commands and actuated to transmit sensory and haptic feedbacks to remote worker; and
advanced communication standards for real time tasks.
― Advanced robotic manipulator with remote real'time control and smart features for safety.
― Communication for real'time control.
― Advanced interfaces (input and output) for the remote control of tools.
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10. Road to the future
The area of Ambient Assisted Living is a very dynamic field. The term “Ambient Assisted Living” only entered the
public with the identically named FP6 funded support action that developed the scope, procedures and legal
basis of the AAL Joint Programme from September 2004. The scope and area of AAL was further defined within
the European Action Plan on Ageing Well in the Information Society (adopted by the EC in 2007). This action
plan states FP7 as the home for research project funding, the ICT Policy Support Programme for funding of
deployment activities and, finally, the AAL Joint Programme filling the “funding” gap for development projects.
In addition to these actions, more and more national R&D funding programmes were set up addressing the area
of ICT enabled independent living for elderly.
While all these activities are dynamically ongoing, still no commonly used definition of Ambient Assisted Living
became available. The AALIANCE project does not claim to present the overall valid definition within its project
documents. One reason is that AALIANCE focused for the purpose of its roadmapping and SRA related activities
on AAL technologies and devices only – simply considering the technological background and competence of
the project partners. AAL services that are based on ICT / AAL devices were excluded and remain a study subject
for the future. In addition, Ambient Assisted Living is an enormously wide field that includes and covers several
technological aspects from various disciplines: electronics, microelectronics, nanotechnology, mechanics,
biomechanics, computer science, medicine, telecommunication, biorobotics, home automation, medicine, etc. It
would have gone beyond the intended scope of this Strategic Research Agenda and the project means to deeply
investigate all R&D aspects of technologies related to AAL, which, by their point of view, have their own
respective R&D recommendation guidelines. Instead, this document aims to represent a valuable synthesis of
AAL'related technologies and a strategic guideline on how to develop technologies while applying an AAL
perspective.
Even if the AALIANCE SRA particularly refers to technological and scientific contents, it is extremely important to
acknowledge that research and development in AAL can not leave aside the experience and knowledge of other
competencies coming from medicine, psychology, architecture, end'user organisations, law, economics, etc. And
the demand for an interdisciplinary set'up of AAL R&D teams even increases if the scopes of the activities include
the development of ICT'based AAL services.
The AAL sector today is still fragmented in terms of stakeholders and the market environment
(regulated/consumer'oriented). Uncertainty prevails about possible business models and the technological basis
and standards. The overcoming of barriers in the AAL sector requires further engagement.
Given the variety of issues to be addressed a continuation like the AALIANCE network could form the basis for a
future initiative with a broadened approach in terms of scope and partnership on the European level. Such a
partnership would best have to encompass not only developers and suppliers of technology, but also the
demand side of AAL applications and services as well as the user perspective. Indispensable is the link to the
public sector, particularly “owners” of national R&D programmes, which has to be further strengthened as to
achieve a better coherence of funding programmes. Among the concrete activities that should be pursued by
such a partnership is the determination of the future path of AAL technologies and systems through a
continuation of the AAL Roadmap and Strategic Research Agenda processes, the request for increasing
ncreasing AAL
research budgets in the Member States and on the European level and, not least, contributing to the potential of
AAL markets by promoting business opportunities and stan
standardisation.
In line with the technological content of this Strategic Research Agenda, following recommendations are given
concerning the R&D priorities in order to substantiate the success of AAL:
 New AAL devices need sensors, processors and actuators with high(er) capabilities in terms of intelligence,
ubiquitous wireless network capacity, energy consumption and energy scavenging,
 Embedded and autonomous systems provide the infrastructure for new Internet'of'Things applications,
 Smart robotic platforms must be able to share intelligence with the environment and interface seamlessly
with users,
 New paradigms of human'environment cooperation (interfaces, cognitive and physical models) are to be
tested,
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 ICT solutions have to be “green” and sustainable with lowest possible energy consumption,
 Interoperability and standardisation processes are of crucial importance for AAL technologies and need more
attention,
 Legal and ethical consequences have to be considered in the design process of new AAL technologies (i.e.
robotics), with direct participation and involvement of end'users,
 horizontal services, based on new AAL technologies and oriented to a wide variety of end'user solutions
should be tested in deployment projects.
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